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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to characterize hurley tobacco

producers, their personal characteristics, characteristics of their

farm operation, number and types of contacts made with Extension,
their use of selected hurley tobacco production practices, and to
determine the interrelationships among the variables.

The population of this study included all hurley tobacco producers
in Tennessee in 1987.

The Nth number random sample technique was used

to identify individuals included in the sample.

The number of producers

surveyed per county averaged about 25 and varied from 10 to 40 producers
depending upon the total number of acres of tobacco grown in the
county.

The survey instrument used in this study was an interview schedule

developed by specialists from The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

The questionnaire consisted of five main parts which included: (1)
General Information; (2) Plant Bed Practices; (3) Field Practices,
(4) Information about the Farmer; and (5) Contacts with Extension.
Personal interviews were scheduled between the Extension agent

and hurley tobacco producers in each participating county in order
to complete the 1987 Tennessee Burley Tobacco Production Survey.
The interviews were completed in the fall of 1987 and returned to

the Agricultural Extension Education Section at the University of
Tennessee for analysis by February 1988.

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the survey data.
These included frequencies, means, medians, and modes.
iii

The chi-square

IV

test was used to determine relationships between selected dependent
and independent variables.

The .05 probability level was used to

make decisions regarding the significance of relationships between
variables.

Major findings included the following:
1.

Fifty-one percent of the tobacco producers surveyed farmed

on a full-time basis.

2.

The majority (73 percent) of the surveyed tobacco producers

reported one or more contacts with Extension.

Sixty-three percent of

the producers received one or more farm visits from an Extension
agent, and 48 percent reported five or more total Extension contacts
during the past 12 months.
3.

Of the 351 producers reporting that Black Shank was present

on their farm, almost 85 percent used a Black Shank resistant tobacco

variety, but less than 20 percent used four quarts of Ridomil fungicide.
4.

Approximately 54 percent of producers waited until full bloom

to top their tobacco, and 63 percent allowed less than 28 days between
topping and cutting.
5.

Full-time tobacco producers reported more of all types of

Extension contacts than did part-time producers.

6.

Tobacco producers who had more contacts with Extension were

more likely to use Ridomil for Black Shank disease control compared
to producers with fewer Extension contacts.

7.

Tobacco producers who had more contacts with Extension were

more likely to use Black Shank resistant tobacco varieties compared
to producers with fewer or no Extension contacts.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING

Hurley tobacco growers harvested 54,000 acres in 1991 with

hurley production exceeding 100 million pounds for the first time
since 1984.

Total hurley production was 105.3 million pounds. For

the first time since 1970, tobacco ranked as Tennessee's number one

valued crop, at $222.8 million in 1991.(2).*
Because tobacco production is such an important part of Tennessee

agriculture, it is essential that tobacco producers have researchverified information to help maintain efficient production.

The

mission of the Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service is to provide
this information.

This study was conducted to help characterize hurley tobacco

producers and their farms and to determine the influence of the
number and types of contacts producers had with Extension Agents upon
their use of selected production practices.
1.

NEED FOR THE STUDY

The cooperative Extension Service is funded by federal, state

and county governments. It has the responsibility of aiding in the
diffusion of research-verified information and encouraging producers

to adopt recommended production practices.

*Numbers in parenthesis refer to alphabetically listed sources
in the Bibliography.
1

This study strives to describe personal and farm characteristics
of the current hurley tobacco producers, indicate the level of use
of selected production practices, and determine the amount of contact
the hurley tobacco producers have with Extension.
This information, when compared to earlier studies, can help

Extension agents to evaluate program progress and to plan effective
changes in educational programs and clientele contacts which would
bring about increased use of selected recommended practices.
II.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study was to characterize Hurley tobacco
producers, their farm operations, and number and type of contacts

producers had with Extension and their use of selected production
practices, and to determine relationships between selected independent
and dependent variables.

The objectives were:

1.

To characterize hurley tobacco producers by age, education,

employment status, acres grown, yield per acre, the number and type
of contacts producers had with Extension and the use of selected
production practices.
2.

To determine the relationships between personal and farm

operation characteristics of tobacco producers and the number and type
of contacts they had with Extension.
3.

To determine the relationships between the number and type

of Extension contacts producers had with Extension and their use of
selected production practices.

III.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The 1987 Tennessee Burley Tobacco Survey conducted by county

Extension agents provided data for the study. The data were obtained
by Extension agents through personal interviews with burley tobacco

producers. The study was limited to data obtained from 1,179 producers.
IV.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Population and Sample Studied

The population of this study included all burley tobacco producers
in Tennessee in 1987.

The Nth number random sample technique was used

to randomly select 1,179 individuals to be included in the sample.
The number of producers surveyed per county averaged about 25 and
varied from 10 to 40 producers per county depending upon the total
number of acres of tobacco grown in the county.

Survey Instrument

The survey instrument used in this study was an interview schedule

developed by specialists from The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
The questionnaire consisted of five main sections which included:

(1) general information; (2) plant bed practices; (3) field practices;
(4) information about the farmer; and (5) contacts with Extension.
Interview Technique

Personal interviews were scheduled between the Extension agent

and burley tobacco producers in each participating county in order
to complete the 1987 Tennessee Burley Tobacco Production Survey. The

4

interviews were completed in the fall of 1987 and returned to the

Agricultural Extension Education Section at the University of Tennessee
for analysis by February 1988.

Method of Analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the survey data.
These included frequencies, means, medians, and modes.

The chi-square

test was used to determine relationships between selected dependent

and independent variables.

The .05 probability level was used to make

decisions regarding the significance of relationships between variables.
V.

1.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Burley Tobacco Producer.

Individual who obtains part of

his/her income from the production and sale of hurley tobacco.
2.

Extension Contacts.

Refers to the number of tobacco meetings

attended, number of office visits made to the Extension office,

telephone calls made to the Extension office, number of farm visits
received, and the total number of Extension contacts hurley tobacco

producers reported having with Extension over the previous 12 month
period.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES

This chapter presents findings from several studies concerning
the influence of the personal and farm characteristics of tobacco

producers, the number and type of Extension contacts, and producers*
use of selected production practices.

Section I presents findings related to Tennessee tobacco producers*
personal and farm characteristics.

Section II presents findings regarding the relationships between
personal and farm characteristics of producers and the number and
type of contacts producers had with Extension.
Section III presents findings regarding relationships between
the number and type of contacts producers had with Extension and
selected production practices used.
I.

PERSONAL AND FARM CHARACTERISTICS OF TENNESSEE
TOBACCO PRODUCERS

This section presents findings from five studies and three

published statistical reports concerning tobacco producers* age,

education, employment status, acres grown, and crop yield. All five
studies were conducted with tobacco producers in Tennessee.

One

study dealt with dark tobacco producers in Tennessee. Data presented
from three Tennessee statistical reports dealt with the production
of hurley tobacco.

Age

Five studies reported findings relating to tobacco producers'
age. A 1991 U.S.D.A. study by Capehart reported that 22 percent

of Tennessee growers were less than 45 years old (3). A 1987 survey
of Tennessee hurley producers by Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes found that
33,5 percent of all respondents were under 40 years old; 44 percent

were 40-59 years old, and 22.8 percent were 60 years or older (4).
Turner conducted a study of Tennessee hurley tobacco producers and

found the mean producer age to be 48 years (9). Another study in 1986
of Tennessee dark fired tobacco producers by Ary found the mean age to

be 44 years (1). Grise and Shugars included 16 East Tennessee counties
in a 1980 survey of hurley tobacco producers, and results showed 28

percent of producers were under the age of 35, 34 percent of the respon
dents ranged from 35—54 years, 20 percent 55—64 years, and 18 percent
were 65 years or older (5).
Education

Five studies reported findings related to the tobacco producers'
education level. In Grise and Shugars' 1980 study, it was reported

that 41 percent of selected Tennessee hurley producers had completed

12 or more years of education (5). Similarly, Capehart's 1991 study

reported 41 percent of hurley producers had finished high school (3).
Capehart also found that 14 percent of surveyed producers had graduated
from college (3). Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes' 1987 study reported

13 percent of all respondents were college graduates (4). Similarly,
Ary's findings of dark fired producers reported 14 percent were college

graduates (1). Turner's 1985 survey of Tennessee burley producers

found that 12 percent of the respondents were college graduates (9).
Employment Status

Three studies reported findings relating to tobacco producers'
employment status. Ary's 1986 study of dark fired tobacco producers

reported that 63 percent of all respondents considered themselves as

full—time producers, while 17 percent were part—time (1). Turner s
1985 findings showed that 47 percent of producers were full-time, and

50 percent were part-time (9). In Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes' 1987
study, 59 percent of the producers surveyed reported they were employed
full-time on the farm and 41 percent were employed part-time (4).
Acres Grown

Three studies and one published Tennessee statistical report

provided data in regard to acres of tobacco grown in Tennessee. Ary's
1986 study of dark fired tobacco producers found that 43 percent of

the producers grew three or less acres. Caphart's 1991 study reported
1.9 as the average tobacco acres grown (3). Turner's 1985 study
reported 2.9 as the average tobacco acreage grown (9). The 1987 Census

of Tennessee Agriculture reports the average acres grown was two (6).
Yield Per Acre

One study and one statistical report provided data regarding
tobacco crop yields during 1983. Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes surveyed
producers reported an average yield of 1,836 pounds of tobacco per acre
(4).

The Tennessee Crop Reporting Service reported an average crop

yield of 1,640 pounds of tobacco per acre for the same year (8).

II.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERSONAL AND FARM OPERATION

CHARACTERISTICS OF TENNESSEE TOBACCO PRODUCERS AND
THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF CONTACTS THEY HAD
WITH EXTENSION

This section presents findings from three studies regarding the

relationships between personal and farm characteristics of producers
and the number and type of contacts producers had with Extension.
Personal and farm characteristics include age, education, emplo3nnent
status, and yield per acre.

Age

Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes' 1987 study showed the mean number of

meetings, office visits, phone calls, and farm visits decreased signifi
cantly as the producers' age increased.

Young producers were more

likely to attend meetings, make office visits, phone calls, and receive
farm visits from an Extension agent than were older producers (4).
Ary found no significant relationship in his study between dark
fired tobacco producers' age and the number or type of contacts producers
had with Extension (I).

Education

Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes' 1987 study indicated Extension con

tacts increased as the producers' education level increased (4).
Ary's 1986 study reported no significant relationship between dark
fired tobacco producers' education level and the number of contacts

a producer had with Extension (1).

Employment Status

Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes* 1987 study reported the mean number

of meetings attended, phone calls, and farm visits received was signifi

cantly higher for full-time producers compared to part-time producers (4),
Ary's 1986 study indicated producers employed full-time on the farm
had more Extension contacts than producers employed part-time off
the farm (1).

III.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF EXTENSION
CONTACTS PRODUCERS HAD AND THEIR USE OF SELECTED
PRODUCTION PRACTICES

This section presents findings from studies regarding the relation

ship between the number and type of Extension contacts producers had
and their use of selected production practices.

Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes' 1987 study indicated that five selected
production practices were significantly related to the number of

tobacco meetings attended, office visits, phone calls, and farm visits
producers received.

These practices were rate of Ridomil used, percent

tobacco land in sod within the previous three years, floral stage at
topping, number of days between topping, and harvest and percent
tobacco baled (4).

Two-thirds of producers who did not use Ridomil had not attended
an Extension tobacco meeting.

The percent of producers who had

tobacco land in sod during the previous three years was higher among

producers who attended tobacco meetings than among those who did not.
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Yield Per Acre

Grise and Shugars' 1980 study indicated a positive correlation
between increased pounds of tobacco sold and increased number of

tobacco meetings attended. This study also showed that producers selling
over 4,000 pounds of tobacco received significantly more farm visits
from Extension agents than did producers selling less tobacco.
Producers who attended tobacco meetings tended to top their tobacco

in the earlier stages of floral development than did producers who
attended no meetings. A producer's selection of a Black Shank resistant
or suceptible variety of tobacco was not significantly related to
any Extension contacts (5).

Ary's 1986 study of dark fired tobacco producers reported that

the percent of producers taking soil samples, and the percent of

producers applying 160 pounds or more of nitrogen per acre, increased
as the number of Extension contacts increased.

Ary's study also

showed the use of Black Shank resistant varieties decreased as Extension
contacts increased (1).

Robinson's 1981 Tennessee burley tobacco study reported producers

who fertilized plant beds made significantly more contacts with Extension
agents than did producers who did not fertilize their plant beds.
Producers who planted tobacco following grass sod attended more

meetings, made more office visits, telephone calls, and received more
farm visits than did producers who did not plant tobacco following
sod. Producers who topped their tobacco at the recommended time
attended more meetings, made more Extension office visits,

phone calls, and received more farm visits from an Extension

11

agent than did producers who did not top at the recommended time.
Robinson reported that producers using recommended practices generally
attended more tobacco meetings, made more office visits, made more

phone calls, and received more farm visits from Extension agents than
did producers not using the practices.

CHAPTER III

CHARACTERIZATION OF TENNESSEE BURLEY TOBACCO PRODUCERS,

THEIR FARM OPERATION, USE OF PRODUCTION PRACTICES,
AND EXTENSION CONTACTS

The purpose of this chapter was to characterize Tennessee hurley
tobacco producers, their farm operation, contacts with the Agricultural
Extension Service, and use of selected production practices.

The

findings presented in this chapter were organized into four sections.
Section I presents findings regarding the personal characteristics
of Tennessee hurley tobacco producers.
regarding tobacco farm characteristics.

Section II presents findings
Section III presents findings

regarding number and type of contacts producers had with the

Agricultural Extension Service during the past 12 months.
IV presents findings regarding the use of

Section

selected production

practices by the producers.

I.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TENNESSEE BURLEY
TOBACCO PRODUCERS

Presented in Section I are findings regarding characteristics

of hurley tobacco producers with regard to age, education, and

employment status.

These findings are presented in Table 1.

Frequencies and percentages are used to summarize the findings.

12
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TABLE I. Tennessee Hurley Tobacco Producers' Personal and Farm Characteristics, Use
of Selected Production Practices, and Extension Contacts

Hurley Tobacco Producers

Selected Personal and Farm Characteristics, Extension

Contacts, and the Use of Production Practices

Number

Valid Percent

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age
Under 50

604

52.8

50 and over

540

47.2

35

No response
Total

Statistics Mean - 47.9; Mode

50.0; Median

1,179
48.0 years

Missing
100.0

Education

High school or less
Above high school

863

75.6

278

24.4

38

No response

1,179

Total

Missing
100.0

Employment Status
Full-time

575

50.5

Part-t ime

563
41

49.5

No response
Total

Missing

1, 179

100.0

927
252
1,179

78.6
21.4

FARM CHARACTERISTICS
Acres Grown

Three or less
Over three
Total

Statistics Mean

100.0

2.6; Mode • 1.0; Median = 2.0 acres

Yield Per Acre

2,100 pounds or less
Over 2,100 pounds
No response
Total

751
406
22
1.179

64.9
35. 1

Missing
100.0

Statistics Mean » 1,934; Mode • 2,000; Median - 1,958 pounds
EXTENSION CONTACTS

Tobacco Meetings Attended
None
One or more
Total

605
574
1,179

51.3
48.7
100.0

Statistics Mean - .5; Mode = 0.0; Median - 0.0 meetings
Office Visits Made
None

413

36.0

One or more

733

64.0

No response

33

Missing

Statistics Mean » 1.6; Mode = 0.0; Median * 1.0 visits
Telephone Calls Made
None

31 1

One or more

834

No response

34

Total

I, 179

27.2

72.8

Missing
100.0

Statistics Mean =• 2.3; Mode « 0.0; Median = 2.0 calls
Farm Visits Received
None

424

37. I

One or more

719

62.9

No response
Total

Statistics Mean « 1.5; Mode = 0.0; Median « I.O visits

36

1, 179

Missing
100.0
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TABLE I.

(Continued)

Selected Personal and Farm Characteristics, Extension

Hurley Tobacco Producers

Contacts, and the Use of Production Practices

Number

Valid Percent

Total Extension Contacts

Four or less
Five or more

597
546

No response

35

Total
1,179
Statistics Mean • 6.0; Mode " 0.0; Median - 4.0 contacts

52.2
47.8

Missing
100.0

SELECTED PRODUCTION PRACTICES

Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per 100 Square Yard Plant Bed
Not recommended amount

256

21.7

Total
1.179
Statistics Mean • 58.5; Mode - 50.0; Median - 50.0 pounds

100.0

Recommended 50-75 pounds

923

Teaspoons Seed Used Per 100 Square Yard Plant Bed
One

167

Two or more

946

No response

Total
Statistics Mean * 2.1; Mode

66

1.0; Median

1.179
2.0 teaspoons

78.3

15.0

Missing
100.0

Date Plant Bed Seeded

Not recommended

228

Recommended (Late February through late March)
Total

19.3

951

80.7

1.179

100.0

893
286

75.7
24.3

1.179

100.0

Plant Beds Watered
No
Yes

Total
Tobacco Land Previously in Sod*
No

Yes
Total
Statistics Mean

38.4; Mode = 0.0; Median

2 years or less
3-4 years
No response

495
508
176

Total
Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per Acre

0-200 pounds
More than 200 pounds

Aphid Problem in Field
No
Yes
Total

51.2

48.8
100.0

0.0 percent

Frequnecy Soil Samples Taken

Total
Statistics Mean * 183.9; Mode

594

566
1.160

200.0; Median

49.4
50.6
Missing

1.179

100.0

866
313

73.5
26.5

1.179

100.0

920

78.0

259
1.179

22.0
100.0

394
785

33.4
66.6

1.179

100.0

349

29.6

830
1.179

70.4
100.0

200.0

Insecticide Used in Field

Other
Orthene/Thiodan
Total
Scout Before Spraying
No

Yes
Total

15

TABLE I.

(Continued)

Selected Personal and Farm Characteristics, Extension
Contacts, and the Use of Production Practices

Hurley Tobacco Producers
Number

Valid Percent

Black Shank Problem in 1987
No

1,056

Yes

90.0

117

No response

10.0

Missing

6

Total

1,179

100.0

Black Shank Present on Farm
No

822

70. 1

Yes

351

29.9

No response

6

Total

Missing

I, 179

100.0

Planted Black Shank Resistant Variety**
No

Yes

No response

53

15. 1

297

84.9

1

Total

Missing

351

100.0

289

82.8

Used Four Quarts Ridomil Per Acre**
No

Yes

60

No response

2

Total

351

17.2

Missing
100.0

Stage Tobacco Topped
Full bloom

635

54.2

Button-mid flower

536

45.8

No response

8

Total

Days Between Topping and Cutting
Less than 28 days
28 days or more
Total

Statistics Mean - 23; Mode

2 I; Median • 2 I days

Missing

1,179

100.0

743

63.0

436

37.0

1,179

100.0

Number Tobacco Grades
Not recommended

2-3 grades
Total

Statistics Mean

3; Mode - 3; Median = 3 grades

65

5.5

1, 1 14
1, 179

94.5
100.0

*0riginal data reported percent land in sod during the previous 3 years.
**0nly producers who indicated they had a Black Shank problem were included.
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Age

The average age of the tobacco producers surveyed was 48 years.
Approximately 53 percent (604) of the producers surveyed in 1987

were under 50 years old. Just over 47 percent (540) were 50 years
or older.

Education

Of the producers surveyed, approximately 76 percent (863) had

a high school education or less. The remaining 24.4 percent (278)
had some education above high school.

Employment Status

The emplo3nnent status of the producers was nearly equally divided
amont full-time and part-time farming operations (50.5 percent, 575,
full-time).

II.

FARM CHARACTERISTICS OF BURLEY TOBACCO
PRODUCERS

Presented in Section II are findings regarding farm characteristics

as they relate to acres grown and yield per acre of tobacco. Frequencies
and percentages are used to summarize the findings.
Acres Grown

The average acreage of tobacco grown in 1987 was 2.6 acres.

Slightly more than 21 percent (252) of the producers grew more than
3 acres of tobacco.

The remaining 78.6 percent(927) of the producers

grew 3 acres or less acres.
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Yield Per Acre

Slightly less than 65 percent (751) of producers reported tobacco
yields of 2,100 pounds or less per acre. The average yield per acre
was 1,934 pounds. Producers who reported yields over 2,100 pounds
was 35.1 percent(406).
III.

THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF CONTACTS TOBACCO PRODUCERS
HAD WITH EXTENSION

Presented in Section III are findings regarding the number and

type of contacts burley tobacco producers had with Extension. Extension
contacts used in this study were number of tobacco meetings producers

attended, number of Extension office visits producers made, number

of telephone calls producers made to the Extension office, number of
farm visits producers received from an Extension agent, and total
contacts producers had with Extension. Frequencies and percentages
are used to summarize the findings.
Tobacco Meetings Attended

The average number of tobacco meetings attended by all pro
ducers was .05.

Approximately 49 percent (574) of the producers

attended one or more tabacco meetings, while 51.3 percent (605)
attended no meetings.

Office Visits Made

Sixty four percent (733) of the tobacco producers made one or
more visits to the Extension office, while 36.0 percent (413) made
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no office visits.

The average number of visits producers made was

slightly less than 2.0.
Telephone Calls Made

Approximately 73 percent (834) of the surveyed producers made
one or more telephone calls to the Extension office while 27.2 percent

(31 1) of the producers made no telephone calls.

The average number

of telephone calls made to the Extension office by all producers was
slightly more than two calls.

Farm Visits Received

Approximately 63 percent of hurley tobacco producers surveyed
received one or more farm visits from an Extension Agent while 37. 1

percent (424) of the producers received no visits.

The average number

of farm visits received by producers was 1.5.

Total Extension Contacts

Almost 48 percent of the tobacco producers surveyed reported

having five or more total contacts with Extension during the previous
12 months while 52.2 percent (597) reported having four or less total
contacts. The average number of Extension contacts reported was six.
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IV.

SELECTED PRODUCTION PRACTICES USED BY TENNESSEE
TOBACCO PRODUCERS

Presented in Section IV are findings regarding the use by tobacco

producers of 17 selected production practices.
Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per 100 Square
Yard Plant Bed

A little over 78 percent (923) of producers used 50-75 pounds
of nitrogen per 100 square yards of plant bed while only 21.7 percent
of the producers used some other amount.

The average number of pounds

used by producers was 58.5 pounds.

Teaspoons Seed Used Per 100 Square Yards
of Plant Bed

Eighty-five percent of the tobacco producers used two or more

teaspoons of seed per 100 square yards of plant bed while only 15 per
cent (167) of the producers used one teaspoon.

Date Plant Bed Was Seeded

Approximately 81 percent (951) of the tobacco producers surveyed

seeded plant beds from late February through late March. The remaining

19.3 percent (228) reported seeding plant beds at some other time.
Plant Beds Watered

Approximately 76 percent (893) of the tobacco producers reported

they did not water their plant beds. The remaining 24.3 percent (286)
did water their plant beds.
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Tobacco Land Previously in Sod

Approximately 51 percent (594) of the producers had not had
tobacco land previously in sod.

The remaining 48.8 percent of the

producers indicated they did have tobacco land previously

in sod.

The average percent of tobacco land in sod was 38.4 percent.
Frequency of Soil Samples Taken

Approximately 51 percent (508) of the producers reported taking
soil samples every 3-4 years. The remaining 495 (49.4 percent)
producers took soil samples at two years or less intervals.
Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per Acre

Approximately 74 percent (866) of the tobacco producers reported

applying 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre. The remaining 313 (26.5
percent) producers used more than 200 pounds of nitrogen per acre.
The average number of pounds of nitrogen applied per acre was 183.9
pounds.

Aphid Problem in Field

Seventy-eight percent (920) of the producers reported no aphid

problem in their tobacco field. Twenty-two percent (259) producers
reported they did have an aphid problem in their tobacco field.
Insecticide Used in Field

Approximately 67 percent (785) of the tobacco producers reported

using Orthene or Thiodan in their.-fields, while the remaining 33.4 per
cent (394) used another insecticide.
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Scout Before Spraying

Approximately 70 percent (830) of the surveyed producers reported
scouting their fields before spraying with an insecticide while 29.6
percent (349) did not scout their field before spraying.

Black Shank Problem in 1987

Ninety percent (1,056) of the producers reported they had no Black

Shank disease problem in 1987.

Only 10 percent (117) of the producers

surveyed indicated they had a Black Shank problem.

Black Shank Present on Farm

Just over 70 percent (822) of the tobacco producers surveyed indica
ted that their farms had no history of Black Shank.

The remaining

29.9 percent (351) indicated that Black Shank was present on their farm.
Planted Black Shank Resistant Variety

Of the 351 producers who had indicated they had Black Shank present
on the farm, 84.9 percent (297) of these producers planted a Black

Shank resistant tobacco variety.

The remaining 53 (15.5 percent)

producers did not plant a Black Shank resistant variety.
Used Four Quarts of Ridomil

Of the 351 producers who had indicated Black Shank was present
on the farm, 82.8 percent (289) did not use Ridomil at a rate of four

quarts per acre.

Only 17.2 percent (60) of the tobacco producers

reported they used four quarts of Ridomil per acre.
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Stage Tobacco Was Topped

Approximately 46 percent (536) of the producers indicated they
topped their tobacco between the button and mid-floral stage.

The

remaining 54.2 percent (635) of the producers waited until full bloom
to top their tobacco.

Days Between Topping and Cutting

Sixty-three percent (743) of the tobacco producers allowed less

than 28 days between topping and cutting of their tobacco, with the
average being 23 days. Thirty-seven percent (436) of the producers
allowed 28 days or more between topping and cutting their tobacco.
Number Tobacco Grades

Approximately 95 percent (1,1 14) of the producers sorted their
tobacco into 2-3 grades with most producers sorting tobacco into 3

grades.

The remaining 5.5 percent (65) of producers did no grading.
V.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Approximately 53 percent of the hurley tobacco producers surveyed
in 1987 were under 50 years old.

was 48 years old.

The average age of the producers

Approximately 76 percent had a high school education

or less and approximately 51 percent of the tobacco producers farmed
on a full-time basis.

Approximately 79 percent of the tobacco producers grew three or
less acres of tobacco and slightly less than 65 percent reported yields
of 2,100 pounds or less per acre.

In 1987 producers grew an average

of 2.6 acres and averaged 1,934 pounds of tobacco per acre.
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Approximately 49 percent of the tobacco producers attended one
or more Extension tobacco meetings.

Sixty—four percent of the producers

made one or more Extension office visits and approximately 73 percent

made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office. Approximately

63 percent of the tobacco producers received one or more farm visits
from an Extension Agent and 48 percent reported having five or more
total Extension contacts during the previous 12 months.

Five of the selected production practices were used by 75 percent

or more of the tobacco producers. They were: (1) application of 50—

75 pounds of nitrogen per ICQ square yard of plant bed; (2) use of
two or more teaspoons of seed per 100 square yard of plant bed; (3)
seeded plant beds from late February through late March; (4) planted
a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety; and (5) sorted their tobacco
in 2-3 grades.

Three of the selected production practices were used by 50 percent

or more of the tobacco producers. They were: (1) use of Orthene or

Thiodan in the field; (2) scouting of fields before spraying; and (3)
application of 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre.
Six of the selected production practices were not used by 50 per

cent of the producers. They were: (1) watering of plant beds; (2)
tobacco land previously in sod; (3) soil samples taken at 2 years or

less intervals; (4) use of four quarts of Ridomil per acre; (5)

topping tobacco from button to mid-flower stage; and (6) allowing 28
days or more between topping and cutting of tobacco.
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Seventy-eight percent of the tobacco producers reported no aphid
problems in their fields in 1987.

Thirty percent of the producers

had Black Shank, but only 10 percent indicated it to be a problem.

CHAPTER IV

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SELECTED PERSONAL AND FARM
CHARACTERISTICS OF HURLEY TOBACCO PRODUCERS
AND THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF CONTACTS
THEY HAD WITH EXTENSION

This chapter presents findings regarding the relationships between
personal and farm characteristics of the Tennessee hurley tobacco
producers and the number and types of contacts they had with the

Agricultural Extension Service during the previous 12 months.

The

characteristics of the Tennessee hurley tobacco producers used in this

study were (independent variables):
acres grown, and yield per acre.

age, education, employment status,

These variables were studied to deter

mine relationships with the number of contacts producers had with

Extension (dependent variables).

Data were collected on five contact

variables which included number of Extension tobacco meetings attended,

number of visits producers made to the Extension office, number of
telephone calls producers made to the Extension office, number of farm
visits producers received from Extension agents, and the total number

of contacts producers had with the Extension Service.

The chi-square

test was used to determine the relationships between dependant and

independant variables.

The 0.05 probability level was used to determine

significant relationships.

The data were summarized in five tables

with each table constituting a section.
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Presented in Section I are findings regarding relationships between

personal and farm characteristics of Tennessee hurley tobacco producers
and the number of tobacco meetings producers attended.

Presented in Section II are findings regarding the relationships

between personal and farm characteristics of Tennessee hurley tobacco

producers and the number of visits producers made to the Extension
office.

Presented in Section III are findings regarding relationships

between personal and farm characteristics of hurley tobacco producers
and the number of telephone calls producers made to the Extension
office.

Presented in Section IV are findings regarding relationships between

personal and farm characteristics of tobacco producers and the number
of farm visits producers received from Extension agents.
Presented in Section V are findings regarding relationships between

personal and farm characteristics of hurley tobacco producers and the
total number of contacts producers had with the Agricultural Extension
Service.

I.

PERSONAL AND FARM CHARACTERISTICS AND NUMBER OF
TOBACCO MEETINGS ATTENDED

This section (Table 2) reports findings regarding the relationship
between personal and farm characteristics of hurley tobacco producers
and the number of tobacco meetings producers attended.

Subsections

include personal characteristics and farm characteristics. The total
number and percent of producers was given for each variable as well
as the chi-square value.
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TABLE 2. Relationships Between Selected Personal and Farni Characteristics of Tennessee
Burley Tobacco Producers and the Number of Tobacco Meetings They Attended

Extension Tobacco Meetings Attended
None

une

or

Total*

nore

Selected Personal and

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Number

Farm Characteristics

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N*l,179)

Percent

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age
Under 50

302

50.0

302

50.0

606

100.0

SO and over

297

55.0

263

65.0

560

100.0

Statistics

- 2.66; p «

. 10

Education

High school or less
Above high school

Statistics

671
127

- 6.31; p <

56.6

392

65.6

863

100.0

65.7

151

56.3

278

100.0

.05

Employment Status
Full-time

271

67.1

306

52.9

575

100.0

Part-time

326

57.9

237

62. 1

563

100.0

60.8
66.3

195
379

39.2

698

100.0

55.7

681

100.0

Statistics X^ - 12.81; p < .05
FARM CHARACTERISTICS
Acres Grown

Three or less

303

Over three

302

Statistics X^ - 30.67; p < .05
Yield Per Acre

2,100 pounds or less
Over 2,100 pounds

Statistics X^

607

56.2

366

65.8

751

100.0

186

65.3

222

56.7

606

100.0

7.95; p < .05

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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Personal Characteristics

The producers' personal characteristics used in this study as

independant variables included:

Age: under 50, 50 and over; Education:

high school or less, above high school; Employment Status: full-time,
part-time.

The dependant variable. Extension tobacco meetings attended,

was categorized as none and one or more.

Age.

As reported in Table 2, fifty percent (302) of the producers

who were under 50 years old, compared to 45 percent of those who were

50 years old or over, attended one or more Extension tobacco meeting.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was no significant relationship between a producers' age and the number
of tobacco meetings attended.

Producers under 50 years of age were

no more likely than producers 50 years and over to attend Extension
tobacco meetings.

Education.

A little more than 54 percent(151) of the producers

with an above high school education compared to 45.4 percent (392)
of those with an education of high school or less attended one or
more Extension tobacco meetings.

When these differences were compared

using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship between

a producers' education level and the number of tobacco meetings
attended.

Producers with an education level above high school were

more likely to attend one or more tobacco meetings than were producers
with an education level of high school or less.

Employment status.

Approximately 53 percent (304) of the full-

time tobacco producers, compared to approximately 42 percent (237)
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of the part-time producers attended one or more tobacco meetings.

When

these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was

a significant relationship between producers' employment status and
tobacco meetings attended.

Full-time producers were more likely to

attend one or more tobacco meetings than were part-time producers.

Farm Characteristics

The selected farm characteristics used in this study as independant
variables included:

Acres Grown: three or less, over three; and Yield

Per Acre: 2,100 pounds or less, over 2,100 pounds.

The dependant

variable. Extension tobacco meetings attended, was categorized as
none and one or more.

Acres grown.

Greater than 55 percent (681) of the producers who

raised over three acres of tobacco, compared to 39.2 percent (195)
of those who raised three or less acres, attended one or more Extension

tobacco meetings.

When these differences were compared using the chi-

square test, there was a significant relationship at the .05 probability
level between the number of acres

grown by producers and the number

of tobacco meetings producers attended.

Burley producers who raised

more than three acres of tobacco were more likely to attend one or

more tobacco meetings than were producers who grew three or less acres.

Yield per acre.

Almost 55 percent (222) of producers who reported

a yield over 2,100 pounds, compared to 45.8 percent (344) of the pro
ducers who reported a yield of 2,100 pounds or less, attended one or

more tobacco meetings. When these differences were compared using
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the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship between a

producer's yield per acre and the number of tobacco meetings attended.
Tobacco producers who had yields over 2,100 pounds were more likely
to attend one or more tobacco meetings than were producers who had
a yield of 2,100 pounds or less.

II.

PRODUCERS' PERSONAL AND FARM CHARACTERISTICS AND
THE NUMBER OF EXTENSION OFFICE VISITS
PRODUCERS MADE

This section (Table 3) presents findings regarding the relationship
between personal and farm characteristics of tobacco producers and
the number of Extension office visits producers made.

Subsections

include personal characteristics and farm characteristics.

The total

number and percent of producers was given for each variable as well
as the chi-square value and probability level.

Personal Characteristics

The selected producer characteristics used in this study as independant variables were:

Age: under 50 years, 50 and over; Education:

high school or less, above high school; and Employment Status: full-

time, part-time.

The number of Extension office visits made by

producers was used as the dependant variable and categorized as no
visit and one or more visits.

Age. As reported in Table 3, 66 percent (398) of the producers
under age 50, compared to 62.5 percent (335) of those 50 years and
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TABLE 3.

Relationships Between Selected Personal and Farm Characteristics of Tennessee
Hurley Tobacco Producers and the Number of Extension Office Visits They Made

Office Visits Made
None

Total*

One or More

Selected Personal and

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Number

Farm Characteristics

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N»I,179)

Percent

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age
Under 50

205

34.0

398

66.0

603

100.0

SO and over

201

37.5

335

62.5

536

too.o

39.5

520

60.5

859

100.0

23.8

211

76.2

277

100.0

Statistics

- 1.36; p

.24

Education

High school or less
Above high school

Statistics

339
66

- 21.65; p < .05

Employment Status
Full-time

186

32.4

388

67.6

574

100.0

Part-time

223

39.8

337

60.2

560

100.0

Statistics

X^

6.44;

p < .05

FARM CHARACTERISTICS
Acres Grown
Three or less

181

37.4

303

62.6

484

100.0

Over three

232

35.0

430

65.0

662

100.0

40.4
27.0

439

59.6

736

100.0

284

73.0

389

100.0

Statistics X^ « .57; p - .44
Yield Per Acre

2,100 pounds or less
Over 2,100 pounds

297
105

Statistics X^ - 19.20; p < .05

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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over made one or more Extension office visits.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant

relationship between producers' age and the number of Extension office
visits producers made. Producers 50 years and over were no more likely
than producers under 50 years to have made one or more Extension office
visits.

Education.

Approximately 76 percent (211) of the producers with

education above high school, compared to 60.5 percent (520) of producers

with a high school education or less, made one or more Extension office
visits.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was a significant relationship between a producer's education
and the number of Extension office visits the producer made.

Producers

with an education above high school were more likely to make one or
more Extension office visits than were producers with a high school
education or less.

Employment status. Greater than 67 percent (388) of full-time

producers, compared to 60.2 percent (337) of part-time producers, made
one or more Extension office visits.

When these differences were com

pared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship

between producers' employment status and the number of Extension office
visits made.

Full-time producers were more likely to make one or more

Extension office visits than were part-time producers.

Farm Characteristics

The selected farm characteristics of hurley tobacco producers

used in this study as the independent variables were:

Acres Grown:
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three or less, over three; and Yield Per Acre: 2,100 pounds or less,
over 2,100 pounds.

Acres grown.

Sixty-five percent (430) of the producers who grew

over three acres, compared to 62.6 percent (303) of those who grew
three or less acres of tobacco, made one or more Extension office visits.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was no significant relationship between the number of acres grown by
producers and the number of Extension office visits made. Producers
who grew over three acres of tobacco were no more likely than producers

who grew three or less acres of tobacco to make one or more Extension
office visits.

Yield per acre.

Seventy-three percent (284) of producers who

had a yield over 2,100 pounds per acre, compared to approximately 60
percent (439) of producers who had a yield of 2,100 pounds or less

per acre of tobacco, made one or more Extension office visits. When
these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was

a significant relationship between a producer's yield per acre and
the number of Extension office visits.

Producers who had a yield of

more than 2,100 pounds per acre were more likely to make one or more
Extension office visits than were producers who had a yield of 2,100
pounds or less per acre.
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III.

PERSONAL AND FARM CHARACTERISTICS OF TOBACCO PRODUCERS
AND THE NUMBER OF TELEPHONE CALLS PRODUCERS MADE TO
THE EXTENSION OFFICE

This section (Table 4) presents findings regarding the relationship
between personal and farm characteristics of tobacco producers and
the number of telephone calls producers made to the Extension office.
Subsections include personal characteristics and farm characteristics.
The total number and percent of producers was given for each variable
as well as the chi-square value and probability level.

Personal Characteristics

The selected producer characteristics used in this study as independant variables were:

Age: under 50 years, 50 and over; Education:

high school or less, above high school; and Emplojrment Status:
time, part-time.

full-

The number of telephone calls producers made to the

Extension office was used as the dependant variable and categorized
as none and one or more.

Age.

As reported in Table 4, approximately 75 percent (450) of

the producers under 50 years, compared to 71.3 percent (383) of producers
50 and over, made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was no significant relationship between producers' age and the number
of telephone calls producers made.

Producers under 50 years were no

more likely than producers 50 and over to make one or more telephone
calls to the Extension office.
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TABLE 4.

Relationships Between Selected Personal and Farm Characteristics of Tennessee
Burley Tobacco Producers and the Number of Telephone Calls They Made to the
Extension Office

Telephone Calls Made
Selected Personal and
Farm Characteristics

Total*

One or More

None

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Number

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N-I,179)

Percent

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age
Under 50

151

25.1

450

74.9

601

100.0

50 and over

154

28.7

383

71.3

537

100.0

260

30.2

601

69.8

861

100.0

45

16.4

229

83.6

274

100.0

Statistics

- 1.64; p

. 19

Education

High school or less
Above high school
Statistics

19.37; p < .05

Employment Status
Full-time

134

23.5

437

76.5

571

100.0

Part-time

171

30.4

391

69.6

562

100.0

Statistics X^ - 6.62; p < .05
FARM CHARACTERISTICS
Acres Grown
Three or less

147

30.3

338

69.7

485

100.0

Over three

164

24.8

496

75.2

660

100.0

31.4

504

68.6

735

100.0

18.5

317

81.5

389

100.0

Statistics X^ - 3.94; p < .05
Yield Per Acre

2,100 pounds or less
Over 2,100 pounds

231
72

Statistics X^ - 20.91; p < .05

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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Education.

Approximately 83.6 percent (229) of producers with

an education level above high school, compared to 69.8 percent (601)
of producers with a high school education or less, made one or more
telephone calls to the Extension office.

When these differences were

compared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship
between a producer's education level and the number of telephone calls

producers made to the Extension office.

Producers who had an education

above high school were more likely to make one or more telephone calls

to the Extension office than were producers who had an education level
of high school or less.

Employment status.

Approximately 77 percent (437) of full-time

producers, compared to 69.6 percent (391) of part-time producers, made
one or more telephone calls to the Extension office.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was a

significant relationship at the .05 proability level between employment

status and the number of telephone calls made by producers.

Full-time

tobacco producers were more likely to make one or more telephone calls
to the Extension office than were part-time producers.

Farm Characteristics

The selected farm characteristics of tobacco producers used in

this study as the independent variable were:

Acres Grown: three or

less, over three; and Yield Per Acre: 2,100 pounds or less, over 2,100
pounds.

Acres grown.

A little more than 75 percent (469) of producers

who grew over three acres of tobacco, compared to 69.7 percent (338)
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of those who grew three or less acres, made one or more telephone calls
to the Extension office.

When these differences were compared using

the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship between the
number of tobacco acres producers grew and telephone calls made to
the Extension office.

Producers who grew over three acres of tobacco

were more likely to make one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office than were producers who grew three or less acres.

Yield per acre. Approximately 82 percent (317) of producers who

had a tobacco yield over 2,100 pounds, compared to 68.6 percent (504)
of producers who had a yield of 2,100 pounds or less, made one or more

telephone calls to the Extension office. When these differences were

compared using the chi—square test, there was a significant relationship
between a producer's yield per acre and the number of telephone calls
made to the Extension office.

Producers who had a tobacco yield over

2,100 pounds per acre were more likely to have made one or more telephone
calls to the Extension office than were producers who had a yield of
2,100 pounds or less per acre.

IV.

PERSONAL AND FARM CHARACTERISTICS OF TOBACCO PRODUCERS
AND THE NUMBER OF FARM VISITS PRODUCERS RECEIVED

This section (Table 5) presents findings regarding the relationship

between personal and farm characteristics of tobacco producers and
the number of farm visits producers received from an Extension agent.

Subsections include personal characteristics and farm characteristics.
The total number and percent of producers was given for each variable
as well as the chi-square value and probability level.
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TABLE 5.

Relationships Between Selected Personal and Farm Characteristics of Tennessee
Burley Tobacco Producers and the Number of Farm Visits They Received

Farm Visits Received
Total*

One or More

None

Selected Personal and

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Number

Farm Characteristics

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N-l, 179)

Percent

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age
Under 50

215

35.8

385

64.2

600

100.0

50 and over

203

37.9

333

62. I

536

100.0

Statistics

• .A2; p « .51

Education

High school or less
Above high school

354

41.2

505

58.8

859

100.0

62

22.6

212

77.4

274

100.0

r2 « 30.07; p < .05
X'

Statistics
Employment Status
Full-time

162

28.4

409

71.6

571

100.0

Part-time

257

45.9

303

54. 1

560

100.0

Statistics X^ « 36.46; p < .05
FARM CHARACTERISTICS
Acres Grown

Three or less

222

46.0

261

54.0

483

100.0

Over three

202

30.6

458

69.4

660

100.0

285

38.8

450

61.2

735

100.0

126

32.6

261

67.4

387

100.0

Statistics X^ - 27.53; p < .05
Yield Per Acre

2,100 pounds or less
Over 2,100 pounds
Statistics

X^

3.95; p < .05

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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Personal Characteristics

The selected producer characteristics used in this study as independant variables were:

Age: under 50 years, 50 and over; Education:

high school or less, above high school; and Employment Status: fulltime, part-time.

The number of farm visits received by producers was

used as the dependant variable and categorized as none and one or more.

Age. As reported in Table 5, a little more than 64 percent (385)
of producers under age 50, compared to 62. 1 percent (333) of producers
50 years and over, received one or more farm visits from an Extension
agent.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square test,

there was no significant relationship between producers' age and number
of farm visits producers received. Producers who were under age 50

were no more likely than producers 50 years and over to have received
one or more farm visits from an Extension agent.

Education.

Approximately 77 percent (212) of producers who had

an education level above high school, compared to 58.8 percent (505)

of producers with a high school education or less, received one or
more farm visits from an Extension agent.

When these differences were

compared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship
between producers' education and farm visits received. Producers who
had an education above high school were more likely to have received
one or more farm visits from an Extension agent than were producers

who had an education level of high school or less.

Employment status. Approximately 72 percent (409) of full-time
producers, compared to 54.1 percent (303) of part-time producers.
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received one or more farm visits from an Extension agent.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was a signi
ficant relationship at the .05 probability level between employment
status and number of farm visits received.

Full-time producers were

more likely to receive one or more farm visits from an Extension agent
than were part-time producers.

Farm Characteristics

The selected farm characteristics of tobacco producers used in

this study as the independent variables were:

Acres Grown: three or

less, over three; and Yield Per Acre: 2,100 pounds or less, over 2,100
pounds.

Acres grown.

Approximately 69 percent (458) of the producers

who grew over three acres of tobacco, compared to 54.0 percent (261)
of the producers who grew three or less acres, received one or more
farm visits.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was a significant relationship between the number of
tobacco acres producers grew and farm visits producers received.
Producers who grew over three acres of tobacco were more likely to
receive one or more farm visits from an Extension agent than were
producers who grew three or less acres.

Yield per acre.

Approximately 67 percent (261) of producers who

had a tobacco yield over 2,100 pounds, compared to 61.2 percent (450)
of producers who had yields of 2,100 pounds or less, received one or
more farm visits from an Extension agent.

When these differences were
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compared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship
between a producer's yield per acre and the farm visits received.
Producers who had a tobacco yield over 2,100 pounds per acre were more

likely to have received one or more farm visits from an Extension agent
than were producers who had a yield of 2,100 pounds or less per acre.

V.

PERSONAL AND FARM CHARACTERISTICS OF TOBACCO PRODUCERS
AND THE NUMBER OF TOTAL EXTENSION CONTACTS
PRODUCERS HAD

This section (Table 6) presents findings regarding the relationship
between personal and farm characteristics of tobacco producers and
the number of total contacts producers had with Extension.

Subsections

include personal characteristics and farm characteristics.

The total

number and percent of producers was given for each variable as well
as the chi-square value and probability level.

Personal Characteristics

The selected producers' characteristics used in this study as
independant variables were;

Age: under 50 years, 50 and over;

Education: high school or less, above high school; and Employment
Status: full-time, part-time.

The total number of Extension contacts

was used as the dependant variable and categorized as four or less
and five or more.

Age. As reported in Table 6, approximately 51 percent (305) of
producers under 50 years, compared to 45.0 percent (241) of producers
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TABLE 6.

Relationships Between Selected Personal and Farm Characteristics of Tennessee

Burley Tobacco Producers and the Number of Total Extension Contacts They Made

Total Extension Contacts
Four or Less

Total*

Five or More

Selected Personal and

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Number

Farm Characteristics

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N.. I, 179)

Percent

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age
Under 50

295

A9.2

305

50.8

600

100.0

50 and over

295

55.0

24 1

45.0

536

100.0

57.9

36!

42. 1

858

100.0

33.5

183

66.5

275

100.0

45.3
59.0

313

54.7

572

100.0

229

41.0

559

100.0

Statistics

.3.67; p

.06

Education

High school or less
Above high school

Statistics

A97
92

- 48.98; p < .05

Employment Status
Full-time
Part-time

259
300

Statistics X^ = 20.88; p < .05
FARM CHARACTERISTICS
Acres Grown
Three or less

295

61.1

188

38.9

483

100.0

Over three

302

45.8

358

54.2

660

100.0

56. 1
44.2

322

43.9

733

100.0

217

55.8

389

100.0

Statistics X^ = 25.62; p < .05
Yield Per Acre

2,100 pounds or less
Over 2,100 pounds

411
172

Statistics X^ - 13.83; p < .05

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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aged 50 or over, had five or more total Extension contacts.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was no

significant relationship between producers' age and total Extension
contacts.

Producers under 50 years were no more likely than producers

50 years and over to have had five or more Extension contacts.

Education.

Approximately 67 percent (183) of producers who had

an education above high school, compared to 42. 1 percent (361) of those
with a high school education or less, had five or more total contacts
with Extension.

When these differences were compared using the chi-

square test, there was a significant relationship between the producers'
education level and total Extension contacts.

Producers who had an

education level above high school were more likely to have had five
or more total contacts with Extension than were producers with a high
school education or less.

Employment status.

Approximately 55 percent (313) of full-time

tobacco producers, compared to 41 percent (229) of part-time producers,
had five or more total Extension contacts.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relation

ship at the .05 probability level between employment status and total
Extension contacts.

Full-time producers were more likely to have had

five or more total contacts with Extension than were part-time
tobacco producers.

Farm Characteristics

The selected farm characteristics of tobacco producers used in

this study as the independent variables were: Acres Grown: three
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or less, over three; and Yield Per Acre: 2,100 pounds or less, over
2, 100 pounds.

Acres grown.

A little more than 54 percent (358) of producers

who grew over three acres of tobacco, compared to almost 39 percent
(188) of those who grew three or less acres, had five or more total
contacts with Extension.

When these differences were compared using

the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship between the
number of acres grown by producers and total contacts producers had
with Extension.

Producers who grew over three acres of tobacco were

more likely to have had five or more total contacts with Extension
than were producers who grew three or less acres.

Yield per acre.

Approximately 56 percent (217) of producers who

had a tobacco yield of over 2,100 pounds per acre, compared to 43.9

percent (322) of producers who had a tobacco yield of 2,100 pounds

or less per acre, had five or more total contacts with Extension.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was a significant relationship between producers' yield per acre and
number of total Extension contacts.

Producers who had a tobacco yield

over 2,100 pounds per acre were more likely to have had five or more
total Extension contacts than were producers who had a yield of 2, 100
pounds or less per acre.

VII.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This summary is organized by selected producer personal and farm
characteristics and the number and type of contacts producers had with
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Extension.

There were significant relationships between producers'

education level, employment status, and yield per acre and each of

the five types of Extension contacts. Producers who had an education
level above high school, compared to producers who had an education
level of high school or less, attended more tobacco meetings, made
more Extension office visits, made more telephone calls to the Extension
office, received more farm visits, and have five or more total contacts
with Extension.

Full-time tobacco producers, compared to part-time

producers, attended more tobacco meetings, made more Extension office
visits, made more telephone calls to the Extension office, received
more farm visits, and had five or more total contacts with Extension.
Producers who had a tobacco yield over 2,100 pounds per acre, compared

to producers who had a yield of 2,100 pounds or less per acre, attended
more tobacco meetings, made more Extension office visits, made more

telephone calls to the Extension office, received more farm visits,
and had five or more total contacts with Extension.

There was a significant relationship between number of acres of
tobacco grown by producers and four types of Extension contacts.
Producers who grew over three acres of tobacco, compared to producers

who grew three or less acres, attended more meetings, made more

telephone calls to the Extension office, received more farm visits,
and had five or more total contacts with Extension.

There was no

significant relationship between producers* age and any of the five
Extension contact categories. Producers under the age of 50, compared

to producers 50 years and over, were no more likely to have had five
or more total contacts with Extension

CHAPTER V

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF EXTENSION CONTACTS
TENNESSEE BURLEY TOBACCO PRODUCERS HAD AND THEIR USE
OF SELECTED BURLEY TOBACCO PRODUCTION PRACTICES

This chapter presents findings regarding relationships between the

number and types of contacts hurley tobacco producers had with the
Agricultural Extension Service during the previous 12 month time
period (independent variable) and their use of selected hurley tobacco

production practices (dependant variable).

The types of Extension

contacts made by tobacco producers and used in this study were: (1)
number of tobacco meetings attended by producers; (2) number of
Extension office visits made by producers; (3) number of telephone

calls made to the Extension office by tobacco producers; (4) farm

visits received by producers from an Extension agent; and (5) the total
number of contacts producers had with the Agricultural Extension Service.
Fifteen selected production practices used by Tennessee hurley tobacco

producers and chosen for this study were grouped according to plant
bed production practices used by producers and field production
practices used by producers.

Producers' use of selected plant bed

production practices included for this study were: (1) pounds of

nitrogen applied per 100 square yards of plant bed; (2) teaspoons of
seed used per 100 square yard plant bed; (3) date the tobacco plant

bed was seeded; (4) whether or not plant beds were watered; and (5)
whether or not tobacco land had been in sod during the previous three
years.
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Tobacco producers' use of selected field production practices
used in this study were: (1) frequency with which producers took soil

samples; (2) pounds of nitrogen applied per acre; (3) insecticides
used in field; (4) whether or not producers scouted tobacco fields
before spraying with insecticide; (5) whether or not Black Shank was

present on producers' farm; (6) of those having Black Shank present,

whether or not producers planted a disease resistant variety; (7) of
those having Black Shank present, whether or not producers used four

quarts of Ridomil per acre; (8) the floral stage at which producers
topped their tobacco; (9) the number of days producers allowed between
topping and cutting; and (10) the number of tobacco grades producers
sorted their tobacco.

The chi-square test was used to determine the relationship between
Extension contacts of various types and the producers' use of 15

selected hurley tobacco production practices. The 0.05 probability
level was used to determine significant relationships.

The data were

summarized in five tables with each table constituting a section.

Presented in Section I are findings regarding relationships between
the number of tobacco meetings producers attended during the previous
12 months and their use of 15 selected production practices.

Presented in Section II are findings regarding relationships between

the number of Extension office visits producers made during the previous
12 months and their use of 15 selected production practices.
Presented in Section III are findings regarding relationships

between the number of telephone calls made to the Extension office
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by hurley tobacco producers and their use of 15 selected production
practices.

Presented in Section IV are findings regarding relationships
between the number of farm visits received by producers from Extension

agents and the producers' use of 15 selected production practices.
Presented in Section V are findings regarding relationships between
the total number of contacts producers had with Extension and their
use of 15 selected production practices.

I.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF BURLEY TOBACCO
MEETINGS ATTENDED BY TENNESSEE PRODUCERS AND THE
USE OF SELECTED PRODUCTION PRACTICES

This section (Table 7) presents data regarding the relationships
between the number of

Extension tobacco meetings producers attended

during the previous 12 month period and producers' use of 15 selected
hurley tobacco production practices.

The number of tobacco meetings

attended by producers were divided into two groups, producers who
attended no meetings and producers who attended one or more tobacco
meetings.

The producers' use of selected tobacco production practices

are presented in two subsections regarding plant bed practices and

field practices.

Plant Bed Practices

This subsection presents findings regarding the relationships
between the number of tobacco meetings producers attended and their
use of four plant bed practices.
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TABLE 7.

Relationships Between the Number of Burley Tobacco Meetings Tennessee Producers
Attended and Their Use of Selected Burley Tobacco Production Practices

Tobacco Meetings Attended*
None
Numbe

0?

Selected Production

Producers

Practices

(N.605)

One or More

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N-574)

PLANT BED PRACTICES

Pounds Nitrogen Applied
Per ICQ Square Yard Plant Bed
Not recommended amount

155

25.6

101

Recommended (50-75 pounds)

A50

74.4

473

17.6
82.4

605

100.0

574

100.0

Total

Statistics

• 1 1.15; p <.05

Teaspoons Seed Used Per 100
Square Yard Plant Bed
89

16.0

78

14.0

468

84.0

478

86.0

557

100.0

556

100.0

122

20.2

106

18.5

Feb. through late March)

483

, 79.8

468

81.5

Total

605

JOO.O

574

100.0

453

74.9

440

76.7

152

25. I

134

23.3

605

100.0

574

100.0

45.4

One

Two or more
Total

Statistics

- .82; p

.36

Date Plant Bed Seeded
Not recommended

Recommended dates (late

Statistics

X^

.52; p - 4.6

Plant Beds Watered
No
Yes

Total

Statistics X^ - .50; p

.47

FIELD PRACTICES

Tobacco Land Previously
in Sod
Ito

339

56.7

255

Yes

259

43.3

307

54.6

598

100.0

562

100.0

188
287

39.6
60.4

307
221

58. 1
4 1.9

475

100.0

528

100.0

Total

Statistics X^ > 14.84; p <.05
Frequency Soil Samples Taken
2 years or les
3-4 years
Total

Statistics X^

34.47; p <.05

Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per
Acre

0-200 pounds
More than 200 pounds
Total

Statistics X^ « .04; p

446
159

73.7

420

73.2

26.3

154

26.8

605

100.0

574

100.0

24.4

.83

Insecticide Used in Field
Other

254

42.0

140

Orthene/Thiodan

351

58.0
100.0

434

75.6

574

100.0

605

Total

Statistics

X^

40.97;

p <.05
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TABLE 7. (Continued)

Tobacco Meetings Attended*
One or More

None

Selected Production

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N-574)

(N=605)

Practices

Scout Before Spraying
No

220

36.4

129

22.5

Yes

385

63.6

445

77.5

605

100.0

574

100.0

63.2

Total

Statistics

27.26;

p < .05

Black Shank Present on Farm

No

462

Yes
Total

141
603

Statistics

» 25.31;

76.6

360

23.4

210

36.8

100.0

570

100.0

p < .05

Planted Black Shank Resistant

Variety
No
Yes
Total

29
11 I
140

20.7

24

11.4

79.3

186

88.6

100.0

210

100.0

90.0

163

78.0

10.0

46

22.0

100.0

209

100.0

Statistics X^ - 5.63; p < .05
Four Quarts of Ridomil Per
Acre Used

No
Yes
Total

126
14
140

Statistics X^ ■> 8.49;

p < .05

Stage Tobacco Topped
Full bloom
Button-mid flower
Total

Statistics

X^ > .35;

331
270
601

p «

55. 1

304

53.3

44.9

266

46.7

100.0

570

100.0

68.4

329

57.3

31.6

245

42.7

100.0

574

100.0

.54

Days Between Topping and
Cutting

Less than 28 days
28 days or more
Total

Statistics

X^ - 15.60;

414
191

605

p < .05

Number Tobacco Grades

Not recommended

Recommended (2-3 grades)
Total

Statistics

X^ ■ 2.07;

39

566
605

6.4

26

4.5

93.6

548

95.5

100.0

574

100.0

p = . 14

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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Pounds of nitrogen applied per 100 square yards of plant bed.
Greater than 82 percent (473) of the producers who attended one or

more tobacco meetings, compared to 74.4 percent (450) of the producers
who did not attend a tobacco meeting, applied 50-75 pounds of nitrogen

per 100 square yards of plant bed.

When these differences were compared

using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship between
whether or not producers attended one or more tobacco meetings and

pounds of nitrogen applied per 100 square yards plant bed.

Tobacco

producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings were more likely
to use 50-75 pounds of nitrogen per 100 square yards of plant bed
than were producers who attended no meetings.

Teaspoons of seed used per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Eighty-

six percent (478) of the tobacco producers who attended one or more

Extension tobacco meetings, compared to 84 percent (468) of those who
attended no tobacco meetings, used two or more teaspoons of tobacco

seed per 100 square yards. When these differences were compared using
the chi-square test, there was no significant difference between whether

or not a producer attended one or more tobacco meetings and the number
of teaspoons of seed used per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Tobacco

producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings were no more likely
than producers who attended no tobacco meetings to use two or more
teaspoons of tobacco seed per 100 square yards of plant bed.

The date plant beds were seeded. Approximately 82 percent (468)
of producers who attended one or more Extension tobacco meetings,
compared to approximately 80 percent (483) of producers who attended
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no Extension meetings, seeded plant beds from late February through
late March.

It was determined by using the chi-square test that there

was no significant relationship between whether or not producers
attended one or more Extension tobacco meetings and the date plant

beds were seeded.

Producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings

were no more likely than producers who attended no tobacco meetings
to seed plant beds from late February through late March.

Plant beds watered.

A little more than 23 percent (134) of the

producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared to 25.1

percent (152) of producers who did not attend an Extension tobacco
meeting, watered their plant beds.

When these differences were com

pared using the chi-square test, there was no significant relationship
between tobacco meetings and whether or not plant beds were watered.

Burley tobacco producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings
were no more likely than producers who attended no tobacco meetings
to water their plant beds.

Field Practices

This subsection compares the relationships between the number

of tobacco meetings producers attended and the use of 11 field practices
by producers.

Tobacco land previously in sod.

Approximately 55 percent (307)

of the surveyed producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings,
compared to approximately 43 percent (259) of producers who did not
attend an Extension tobacco meeting, had tobacco land in sod sometime
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during the previous three years.

When these differences were compared

using the chi-square test, the relationship between producers' attendance
at tobacco meetings and whether tobacco land was previously in sod
was significant at the .05 probability level.

Producers who attended

one or more tobacco meetings were more likely to have had their land
in sod than were producers who attended no tobacco meetings.

Frequency soil samples were taken.

Approximately 58 percent (307)

of the producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared
to 39.6 percent (188) of the producers who attended no Extension tobacco
meetings, took soil samples every two years or less.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was a signi
ficant relationship between producers' attendance at tobacco meetings
and the frequency of soil samples taken.

Tobacco producers who attended

one or more Extension meetings were more likely to take soil tests
at two year intervals or less than were producers who attended no
tobacco meetings.

Pounds of nitrogen applied per acre.

A little greater than 73

percent (420) of producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings,
compared to approximately 74 percent (446) of tobacco producers

attending no tobacco meetings, applied 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per
acre.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square test,

the relationship between attendance at Extension tobacco meetings and

pounds of nitrogen producers applied per acre were not significant.
Producers who attended one or more Extension tobacco meetings were
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no more likely than producers who attended no meetings to use 0-200
pounds of nitrogen per acre.

Insecticide used in field.

Approximately 76 percent (434) of

producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared to 58.0

percent (351) of producers who attended no tobacco meetings, used the
insecticide Orthene or Thiodan in their fields.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, the relationship between

producers' attendance at tobacco meetings and the kind of insecticide
used in the tobacco field was significant at the .05 probability level.
Producers who attended one or more Extension tobacco meetings were

more likely to use the insecticide Orthene or Thiodane on their tobacco
fields than were producers who attended no tobacco meetings.

Scout before spraying.

Approximately 78 percent (445) of producers

who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared to approximately

63.6 percent (385) of producers who attended no tobacco meetings,
indicated they scouted their tobacco fields before spraying with an
insecticide.

When these differences were compared using the chi-

square test, the relationship between attendance at tobacco meetings
and whether or not producers scouted their fields was significant.
Producers who attended one or more Extension tobacco meetings were

more likely than producers who attended no tobacco meetings to scout
their fields before spraying.

Black Shank present at farm..

Almost 37 percent (210) of the

tobacco producers who had attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared
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to 23.4 percent (141) of the producers who had attended no tobacco
meetings, indicated they had Black Shank present on their farm.

When

these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was

a significant relationship between Extension tobacco meetings attended
and the presence of Black Shank on the producers' farm.

Burley

tobacco producers who attended one or more Extension tobacco meetings

were more likely than producers who attended no tobacco meetings to
indicate the presence of Black Shank on their farm.

Planted Black Shank resistant variety.

Of the producers who

responded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm, 88.6 percent (186)
of those producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared
to 79.3 percent (1 11) of producers who attended no tobacco meetings,
planted a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was a significant
relationship between producers who attended tobacco meetings and whether
or not producers planted a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.

Of the producers responding "Yes" to having Black Shank present on
their farm, producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings were
more likely than producers who attended no tobacco meetings to use
a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.

Four quarts of Ridomil used per acre.

Of the producers who respon

ded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm, 22 percent (46) of
tobacco producers attending one or more Extension meetings, compared

to 10 percent (14) of the producers who attended no tobacco meetings,
used Ridomil at a rate of four quarts per acre.

When these differences
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were compared using the chi-square test, there was a significant
relationship between producers who attended tobacco meetings and
their use of Ridomil.

Of the producers responding "Yes" to having Black Shank on their
farm, producers who attended one or more Extension tobacco meetings
were more likely than producers who attended no meetings to use four
quarts of Ridomil per acre.

Stage tobacco was topped.

Approximately 47 percent (266) of pro

ducers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared to almost 45

percent (270) of producers who attended no tobacco meetings, topped
their tobacco from the button to mid-flower stage.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant
relationship between tobacco meetings attended and the flora stage
when producers topped their tobacco.

Hurley tobacco producers who attended one or more Extension meetings
were no more likely than producers who attended no tobacco meetings
to top their tobacco from the button to mid-flower stage.

Days between topping and cutting.

Approximately 43 percent (245)

of producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared to

approximately 32 percent (191) of producers who attended no Extension

meetings, allowed 28 days or more between topping and cutting their
tobacco.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was a significant relationship between Extension meetings
attended and the number of days producers allowed between topping
and cutting their tobacco.
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Tobacco producers who attended one or more Extension meetings were
more likely than producers who attended no tobacco meetings to allow
28 days or more between topping and cutting their tobacco.

Number of tobacco grades.

Approximately 96 percent (548) of

producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared to approxi
mately 94 percent (566) of producers who attended no Extension meetings,
sorted their tobacco in 2-3 grades.

When these differences were com

pared using the chi-square test, there was no significant relationship
at the .05 probability level between the number of tobacco meetings

producers attended and the number of grades producers sorted their
tobacco.

Producers who attended one or more Extension meetings were

no more likely than producers who attended no tobacco meetings to
sort their tobacco in 2-3 grades.

II.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF VISITS TENNESSEE
BURLEY TOBACCO PRODUCERS MADE TO THE EXTENSION
OFFICE AND THEIR USE OF SELECTED PRODUCTION
PRACTICES

This section presents data regarding relationships between the
number of visits tobacco producers made to the Extension office during
the previous 12 months and their use of 15 selected hurley tobacco

production practices (Table 8). The number of Extension office visits
made by producers was classified into two categories:

producers who

made no visits, and those who made one or more visits to the

Agricultural Extension Service office. The producers' use of 15
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TABLE 8. Relationships Between the Number of Visits Tennessee Producers Made to the
Extension Office and Their Use of Selected Burley Tobacco Production Practices

Office Visits*
One or More

None

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Selected Production

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

Practices

(N-605)

(N-574)

PLANT BED PRACTICES

Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per
100 Square Yards Plant Bed

Total

Statistics

- .15;

p

21.3

92

22.3

156

321

77.7

577

78.7

413

100.0

733

100.0

Not recommended amount

Recommended (50-75 pounds)

.69

Teaspoons Seed Used Per 100
Square Yards Plant Bed
One
Two or more

Total

Statistics

= 2.30;

68
318

17.6

99

14. 1

82.4

60

85.9

386

100.0

700

100.0

19.4

14 1

19.2

333

80.6

592

80.8

413

100.0

733

100.0

p - .12

Date Plant Bed Seeded
Not recommended

80

Recommended dates (late

Feb. through late March)
Total

Statistics X^

.00; p • .95

Plant Beds Watered
No

312

75.5

556

75.9

Yes

101

24.5

177

24. 1

4 13

100.0

733

100.0

45.2

Total

Statistics

X^

.01;

p

.90

FIELD PRACTICES

Tobacco Land Previously in
Sod
No

250

61.4

328

Yes

157
407

38.6

397

54.8

100.0

725

100.0

123
196

38.6
61.4

366

55.7

291

44.3

319

100.0

657

100.0

Total

Statistics X^ • 27.32; p < .05
Frequency Soil Samples Taken
2 years or less
3-4 years
Total

Statistics X^

25.26; p < .05

Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per
Acre

300

72.6

55

75.2

113

27.4

182

24.8

413

100.0

733

100.0

Other

174

42. 1

239

57.9

206
527

28. 1

Orthene/Thiodan

4 13

100.0

733

100.0

0-200 pounds
More than 200 pounds
Total

Statistics

X^

.88; p - .34

Insecticide Used in Field

Total

Statistics

X^

23.45; p < .05

71.9
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TABLE 8. (Continued)

Office Visits*
One or More

None

Selected Production

Number oi

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N-57A)

(N-505)

Pract ices

Scout Before Spraying
No

1A7

35.6

195

26.6

Yes

266

6A.A

538

73.A

AI3

100.0

733

100.0

Total

Statistics

-

10.19;

p < .05

Black Shank Present on Farm
No

287

69.8

526

71.8

Yes

I2A

30.2

207

28.2

A 11

100.0

733

100.0

Total

Statistics

- .A7;

p «

.A8

Planted Black Shank Resistant

Variety
lA

1 I.A

32

15.5

109

88.6

8A.5

123

100.0

175
207

105

86. 1

16A

79.2

17

13.9

A3

20.8

122

100.0

207

100.0

51.9

No

Yes

Total

Statistics

X^

1.06;

p

100.0

.30

Used Four Quarts Ridomil
Per Acre
No
Yes

Total

Statistics

X^

2.A O;

p

. 12

State Tobacco Topped
Full bloom

2A5

59.8

380

Button-mid flower

165

AO.2

352

A8. 1

A10

100.0

732

100.0

290
123

70.2

A29

58.5

29.8

30A

A1.5

A13

100.0

733

100.0

Total

Statistics

r2 - 6.52;
X^

Days Between Topping and
Cutting
Less than 28 days
28 days or more
Total

p < .05

Statistics X^ - 15.AA; p < .05
Number Tobacco Grades

Not recommended

Recommended (2-3 grades)
Total

21

5. 1

37

5.0

392

9A.9

696

95.0

A13

100.0

733

100.0

Statistics X^ - .00; p • .97

*Totals may not equal N because of missing data.
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selected tobacco production practices were classified as either plant
bed production practices or field production practices.

The chi-square

test was used to determine relationships between the number of Extension
office visits made by producers and their use of each of the 15 selec
ted hurley tobacco production practices.

Plant Bed Practices

Pounds of nitrogen applied per ICQ square yards of plant bed.

Approximately 79 percent (577) of the producers who made one or more
Extension office visits, compared to 77.7 percent (321) of the producers
who made no office visits, used 50-75 pounds of nitrogen per ICQ square

yards of plant bed.

When these differences were tested using the chi-

square test, there was no significant relationship between the number
of Extension office visits made and the application of 50-75 pounds
of nitrogen per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Tobacco producers who

made one or more visits to the Extension office were no more likely

than producers who had no office visits to use 50-75 pounds of nitrogen
per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Teaspoons of seed used per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Almost

86 percent of the producers who made one or more visits to the Extension
office, compared to 82.4 percent (318) of the producers who made no
office visits, used two or more teaspoons of tobacco seed per 100

square yards of plant bed.

When these differences were compared using

the chi-square test, there was no significant relationship between
number of Extension office visits and the amount of tobacco seed
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used per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Tobacco producers who made

one or more visits to the Extension office were no more likely than

producers who made no office visits to use two or more teaspoons of
tobacco seed per 100 square yards of plant bed.

The date plant beds were seeded. Approximately 81 percent (592)
of the producers whomade one or more Extension office visits, and those
who made no office visits (333) had plant bed seeding dates from late

February through late March.

When these differences were compared

using the chi-square test, there was no significant relationship
between the number of Extension office visits made and the date

producers seeded their plant beds.

Burley tobacco producers who made one or more Extension office
visits were no more likely than producers who made no office visits to
seed their plant beds from late February through late March.

Plant beds watered.

A little more than 24 percent (177) of pro

ducers who made one or more Extension office visits, compared to 24.5

percent (101) of the producers who made no office visits, watered their
plant beds.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was no significant relationship between number of office
visits made and whether or not producers watered their plant bed.

Tobacco producers who made one or more Extension office visits were no
more likely to water their plant beds than were producers who made no
office visits.
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Field Practices

Tobacco land previously in sod. Approximately 55 percent (397)
of tobacco producers who made one or more Extension office visit, com

pared to approximately 39 percent (157) of producers who made no office
visits, had tobacco land which had been in sod during the previous

three years. When these differences were compared using the chi-square
test, there was a significant relationship between the number of
Extension office visits made and whether producers had tobacco land

in sod during the previous three years. Tobacco producers who made
one or more Extension office visits were more likely than producers

who made no office visits to have had tobacco land in sod during
the previous three years.

Frequency soil samples taken. Approximately 56 percent (366) of
the producers who made one or more visits to the Extension office,
compared to approximately 39 percent (123) of the producers who made
no visits to the Extension office, took soil samples every two years

or less.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was a significant relationship between the number of office
visits and the frequency of soil samples taken.

Tobacco producers

who made one or more visits to the Extension office were more likely

than producers who made no office visits to take soil tests at two
year intervals or less.

Pounds of nitrogen applied per acre. A little greater than 75

percent (55) of producers who made one or more visits to the Extension
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office, compared to 72.6 percent (300) of producers who made no office
visits, applied 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant
relationship between the number of Extension office visits made by
producers and the pounds of nitrogen applied per acre. Tobacco pro
ducers who made one or more visits to the Extension office were no

more likely than producers who made no Extension office visits to
apply 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre.
Insecticide used in field.

Almost 72 percent (527) of the producers

who made one or more visits to the Extension office, compared to almost

58 percent (239) of the producers who made no office visits, used
Orthene or Thiodan in their fields.

When these differences were com

pared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship
at the .05 level of probability between the number of Extension office

visits made by producers and the kind of insecticide used in the

field. Tobacco producers who made one or more Extension office visits
were more likely than producers who made no office visits to use
Orthene or Thiodan in their fields.

Scout before spraying. Approximately 74 percent (538) of producers
who made one or more Extension office visits, compared to approximately

64 percent (266) of producers who made no office visits, indicated
they scouted their tobacco fields before spraying with an insecticide.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was a significant relationship between Extension office visits made

by producers and whether or not producers scouted their fields before
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spraying.

Tobacco producers who made one or more visits to the Extension

office were more likely than producers who made no office visits to
scout fields before spraying with an insecticide.

Black Shank present on farm.

Approximately 28 percent (207) of

the producers who made one or more Extension office visits, compared to

approximately 30 percent (124) of the producers who made no office
visits, indicated they had Black Shank present on their farm.

When

these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was

no significant relationship between the number of Extension office
visits made and the presence of Black Shank on the producer's farm.
Tobacco producers who made one or more Extension office visits were

no more likely than producers who made no office visits to indicate
Black Shank presence on their farm.
Planted Black Shank resistant variety.

Of the producers who

responded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm (331), 84.5 percent
(175) of these producers who made one or more Extension office visits,
compared to 88.6 percent (109) of the producers who made no office
visits, planted a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was no

significant relationship between the number of Extension office visits
and whether or not producers used a Black Shank resistant tobacco

variety. Tobacco producers with Black Shank on their farms, who made
one or more Extension office visits, were no more likely than producers

who made no office visits to use a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.
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Four quarts of Ridomil used per acre.

Of the producers who respon

ded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm (331), 20.8 percent (43)
of tobacco producers who made one or more Extension office visits,

compared to 13.9 percent (17) of the producers who made no office
visits, used Ridomil at a rate of four quarts per acre.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was no

significant relationship at the .05 probability level. Of the tobacco

producers responding "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm, producers
who made one or more visits to the Extension office were no more

likely than producers who made no office visits to use four quarts of
Ridomil per acre.

Stage tobacco was topped. A little over 48 percent (352) of the
producers who made one or more Extension office visits, compared to

40.2 percent (165) of the producers who made no office visits, topped
their tobacco from the button to mid-flower stage.

When these differences

were compared using the chi—square test, there was a significant
relationship between the number of Extension office visits made and
the floral stage when producers topped their tobacco. Burley tobacco

producers who made one or more Extension office visits were more

likely than producers who made no office visits to top their tobacco
from the button to mid-flower stage.

Days between topping and cutting. Approximately 42 percent (304)
of the producers who made one or more Extension office visits, compared
to 29.8 percent (123) of producers who made no office visits, allowed
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28 days or more between topping and cutting their tobacco.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was a
significant relationship at the .05 probability level between the
number of Extension office visits producers made and the number of

days producers allowed between topping and cutting their tobacco.
Tobacco producers who made one or more Extension office visits were
more likely than producers who made no office visits to allow 28 days
or more between topping and cutting their tobacco.

Number of tobacco grades.

Ninety-five percent (696) of the producers

who made one or more Extension office visits, compared to 94.9 percent

(392) of producers who made no office visits, sorted their tobacco

in 2-3 grades. When these differences were compared using the chisquare test, there was no significant relationship between the number
of Extension office visits made and the number of grades producers
sorted their tobacco.

Producers who made one or more Extension office

visits were no more likely than producers who made no office visits
to sort their tobacco in 2-3 grades.

III.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF TELEPHONE CALLS

TENNESSEE BURLEY PRODUCERS MADE TO THE EXTENSION
OFFICE AND THEIR USE OF SELECTED
PRODUCTION PRACTICES

This section presents data regarding the relationship between the

number of telephone calls producers made to the Extension office during
the previous 12 months and producers' use of 15 selected hurley tobacco
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production practices (Table 9). The number of telephone calls made
by producers were divided into two groups, producers who made no

telephone calls, and producers who made one or more telephone calls to
the Extension office.

The producers* use of selected tobacco production

practices are subsectioned by plant bed production practices and
field production practices. The chi-square test was used to determine
the relationship between the number of telephone calls producers made
to the Extension office and each of the 15 selected hurley tobacco

production practices.

Plant Bed Practices

Pounds of nitrogen applied per 100 square yards of plant bed.
A little more than 80 percent (670) of producers who made one or more

telephone calls to the Extension office, compared to 73 percent (227)
of those who made no phone calls, applied 50-75 pounds of nitrogen
per 100 square yards of plant bed.

When these differences were com

pared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship
between the number of telephone calls a tobacco producer made to the
Extension office and the pounds of nitrogen producers applied per 100

square yards of plant bed.

Tobacco producers who made one or more

telephone calls to the Extension office were more likely than producers
who made no telephone calls to the Extension office to use 50-75
pounds of nitrogen per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Teaspoons of seed used per 100 square yard of plant bed. Approxi
mately 87 percent (690) of tobacco producers who made one or more
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TABLE 9. Relationships Between the Number of Telephone Calls Tennessee Producers Made
to the Extension Office and Their Use of Selected Burley Tobacco Production

Practices

Telephone Calls*
One or More

None

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Selected Production

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

Practices

(N.605)

(N-57A)

PLANT BED PRACTICES

Pounds Nitrogen Fertilizer
Applied Per 100 Square Yards
Plant Bed
8A

27.0

164

19.7

227

73.0

670

80.3

311

100.0

834

100.0

Not recommended amount

Recommended (50-75 pounds)
Total
Statistics

ir2

7.20;

p < .05

Teaspoons Seed Used Per 100
Square Yard Plant Bed
61

21.1

106

13.3

228

78.9

690

86.7

289

100.0

796

100.0

20.6

158

18.9

One
Two or more

Total

9.88;

Statistics

p < .05

Date Plant Bed Seeded

Not recommended
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Recommended dates (late

February through late March) 247

79.4

676

81. 1

100.0

834

100.0

237

76.2

630

75.5

74

23.8

204

24.5

31 1

100.0

834

100.0

No

200

64.5

379

46.2

Yes

110

35.5

441

53.8

310

100.0

820

100.0

Total

311

Statistics X^ - .38; p - .53
Plant Beds Watered
No
Yes

Total

Statistics

X^

.05;

p =. .81

FIELD PRACTICES

Tobacco Land Previously in
Sod

Total

Statistics

X^

30.1;

p < .05

Frequency Soil Samples Taken
2 years or less
3-4 years
Total

Statistics X^

77
156

33.0

409

55.2

67.0

332

44.8

233

100.0

741

100.0

224

72.0

626

75. 1

87

28.0

208

24.9

31 1

100.0

834

100.0

28.9

34.78; p - .05

Pounds Nitrogen Applied
Per Acre

0-200 pounds
More than 200 pounds
Total

Statistics X^ = 1.09; p

.29

Insecticide Used in Field
Other

140

45.0

241

Orthene/Thiodan

171

55.0

593

71.1

31 1

100.0

834

100.0

Total

Statistics X^

26.50; p < .05
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Telephone Calls*
One or More

None

Selected Production

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N=574)

(N-505)

Practices

Scout Before Spraying

27.5

No

I lA

36.7

229

Yes

197

63.3

605

72.5

311

100.0

834

100.0

22A

72.3

86

27.7

589
244

29.3

310

100.0

833

100.0

Total

Statistics

r2
X'

9.13;

p

.05

Black Shank Present on Farm
No

Yes

Total

Statistics

- .26;

p -

70.7

.60

Planted Black Shank Resistant

Variety
No

1)

12.8

35

14.4

Yes

75

87.2

208

85.6

86

100.0

243

100.0

79
5
84

94.0

189

77.5

6.0

55

22.5

100.0

244

100.0

Total

Statistics

r2
X^

0. 13;

.71

Used Four Quarts Ridomil
Per Acre

No
Yes
Total

Statistics X^ - 11.50; p < .05
Stage Tobacco Topped
Full bloom

167

54.2

458

55.0

Button-mid flower

141

45.8

375

45.0

308

100.0

833

100.0

207

66.6

51 1

61.3

104

33.4

323

38.7

31 1

100.0

834

100.0

Total

Statistics

X^

.05;

.81

Days Between Topping and
Cutting
Less than 28 days
28 days or more
Total

Statistics

X^

2.70;

p

.09

Number Tobacco Grades
Not recommended

Recommended (2-3 grades)
Total

Statistics X^ = 3.58;

22

7.1

36

289

92.9

798

4.3
95.7

31 1

100.0

834

100.0

.06

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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telephone calls to the Extension office, compared to almost 79 percent

(228) of those who made no telephone calls, used two or more teaspoons
of tobacco seed per ICQ square yards of plant bed.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was a significant
relationship between the number of telephone calls producers made and
the number of teaspoons of seed used per 100 square yard of plant bed.

Tobacco producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office were more likely than producers who made no calls to the
Extension office to use two or more teaspoons of seed per 100 square
yards of plant bed.

The date plant beds were seeded.

Slightly more than 81 percent

(676) of producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office, compared to 79.4 percent (247) of those who made no telephone
calls, seeded plant beds from late February through late March.

It

was determined by using the chi-square test that there was no signifi
cant relationship between the number of telephone calls producers made
to the Extension office and the date plant beds were seeded.

Tobacco

producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office
were no more likely to seed plant beds from late February through late

March than were producers who made no telephone calls to the Extension
office.

Plant beds watered.

Approximately 25 percent (204) of the producers

who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office, compared

to 23.8 percent (74) of those who made no telephone calls to the Extension
office, watered their plant beds.

When these differences were compared
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using the chi-square test, there was no significant relationship be
tween the number of telephone calls producers made to the Extension
office and whether or not producers watered their plant beds.

Tobacco

producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office
were no more likely to water their plant beds than were producers who
made no telephone calls to the Extension office.
Field Practices

Tobacco land previously in sod. Approximately 54 percent (441)

of the producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office, compared to 35.5 percent (100) of those who made no telephone
calls to the Extension office, had tobacco land in sod sometime during

the previous three years. When these differences were compared using
the chi—square test, there was a significant relationship at the .05

probability level between number of telephone calls to the Extension
office and whether or not producers had tobacco land previously in sod.

Tobacco producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office were more likely than producers who made no telephone calls
to the Extension office to have had tobacco land previously in sod.

Frequency soil samples were taken. Approximately 55 percent (409)

of the producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office, compared to 33 percent (77) of those who made no telephone calls
to the Extension office, took soil samples every two years or less.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was a significant relationship between the number of telephone calls
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producers made to the Extension office and the frequency of soil samples
taken.

Tobacco producers who made one or more telephone calls to the

Extension office were more likely than producers who made no telephone
calls to the Extension office to take soil tests at two years or less
intervals.

Pounds of nitrogen applied per acre.

A little more than 75 percent

(626) of the producers who made one or more telephone calls to the
Extension office, compared to 72 percent (224) of those who made no
telephone calls to the Extension office, applied 0-200 pounds of nitrogen
per acre.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was no significant relationship between the number of tele
phone calls producers made to the Extension office and the pounds of
nitrogen producers applied per acre.

Tobacco producers who made one

or more telephone calls to the Extension office were no more likely
than producers who made no telephone calls to the Extension office
to use 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre.

Insecticide used in field.

Approximately 71 percent (593) of the

producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office,

compared to 55 percent (171) of those who made no telephone calls to
the Extension office, used the insecticide Orthene or Thiodan in their
fields.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square test,

there was a significant relationship at the .05 probability level
between number of telephone calls producers made to the Extension
office and the kind of insecticide used in the tobacco field.

Tobacco
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producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office
were more likely to use the insecticide Orthene or Thiodan in their
fields than were producers who made no telephone calls to the Extension
office.

Scout before spraying.

Approximately 73 percent (605) of the pro

ducers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office,
compared to 63.3 percent (197) of those who made no telephone calls to
the Extension office, indicated they scouted their tobacco fields

before spraying with an insecticide.

When these differences were com

pared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship
between the number of telephone calls made to the Extension office

and whether or not producers scouted their fields before spraying an
insecticide.

Tobacco producers who made one or more telephone calls

to the Extension office were more likely to scout their fields before
spraying than were producers who made no telephone calls to the
Extension office.

Black Shank present on farm.

Approximately 29 percent (244) of

the producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office, compared to approximately 28 percent (86) of those who made no
telephone calls to the Extension office, indicated they had Black Shank

present on their farm.

When these differences were compared using the

chi-square test, there was no significant relationship between the

number of telephone calls producers made to the Extension office and
the presence of Black Shank on the producer's farm.

Tobacco producers
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who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office were no
more likely than producers who made no telephone calls to the Extension
office to indicate the presence of Black Shank on their farm.
Planted Black Shank resistant variety.

Of the producers who respon

ded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm (330), approximately 86
percent (208) of the producers who made one or more telephone calls

to the Extension office, compared to approximately 87 percent (75)
of those who made no telephone calls to the Extension office, planted
a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.

When these differences were

compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant relationship
between the number of telephone calls producers made to the Extension

office and whether or not producers planted a Black Shank resistant
variety.

Of the producers responding "Yes" to having Black Shank

present on their farm, producers who made one or more telephone calls
to the Extension office were no more likely than producers who made

no telephone calls to the Extension office to plant a Black Shank
resistant tobacco variety.

Four quarts of Ridomil used per acre.

Of the producers who respon

ded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm (330), 22.5 percent (55)
of the producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office, compared to 6.0 percent of those who made no telephone calls
to the Extension office, used four quarts of Ridomil per acre.

When

these differences were compared using the chi-square test there was a

significant relationship between the number of telephone calls made to
the Extension office and the use of four quarts of Ridomil per acre.
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Of the producers responding "Yes" to having Black Shank on their
farm, producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office were more likely to use four quarts of Ridomil per acre than

were producers who made no telephone calls to the Extension office.
Stage tobacco was topped.

Forty-five percent (375) of the producers

who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office, compared

to 45.8 percent (141) of those who made no telephone calls to the
Extension office, topped their tobacco from the button to mid-flower
stage.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square test,

there was no significant relationship between the number of telephone
calls producers made to the Extension office and the floral stage when
producers topped their tobacco.

Hurley producers who made one or more

telephone calls to the Extension office were no more likely than pro
ducers who made no telephone calls to the Extension office to top
their tobacco from the button to mid-flower stage.

Days between topping and cutting.

Approximately 39 percent (323)

of the producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension
office, compared to 33.4 percent (104) of those who made no telephone

calls to the Extension office, allowed 28 days or more between topping

and cutting their tobacco.

When these differences were compared using

the chi-square test, there was no significant relationship between the
number of telephone calls producers made to the Extension office and
the number of days producers allowed between topping and cutting their
tobacco.

Tobacco producers who made one or more telephone calls to
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the Extension office were no more likely than producers who made no

telephone calls to the Extension office to allow 28 days or more
between topping and cutting their tobacco.

Number of tobacco grades.

Approximately 96 percent (798) of the

producers who made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office,
compared to almost 93 percent (289) of those who made no telephone
calls to the Extension office, sorted their tobacco in 2-3 grades.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was no significant relationship at the .05 probability level between
the number of telephone calls made to the Extension office and number
of grades producers sorted their tobacco.

Burley producers who made

one or more telephone calls to the Extension office were no more likely
than producers who made no telephone calls to the Extension office
to sort their tobacco in 2-3 grades.

IV.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF FARM VISITS
TENNESSEE BURLEY TOBACCO PRODUCERS RECEIVED

FROM EXTENSION AND THEIR USE OF SELECTED
PRODUCTION PRACTICES

This section presents data regarding the relationship between the

number of farm visits producers received from Extension agents during
the previous 12 months and producers' use of 15 selected burley tobacco

production practices (Table 10).

The number of farm visits received

by producers were divided into two groups, producers who received no
farm visits, and producers who received one or more farm visits from
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TABLE 10. Relationships Between the Number of Farm Visits Tennessee Producers Received

From Extension and Their Use of Selected Burley Tobacco Production Practices

Farm Visits Received*
One or More

None

Selected Production
Pract ices

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N-57«)

(N-605)

PLANT BED PRACTICES

Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per 100
Square Yard Plant Bed
I IS

27. I

131

18.2

309

72.9

588

81.8

A2A

100.0

719

100.0

Not recommended amount

Recommended (50-75 pounds)
Total

Statistics

• 12.51;

p < .05

Teaspoons Seed Used Per 100
Square Yards Plant Bed
63

16.2

104

15.0

326

83.8

591

85.0

389

100.0

695

100.0

21.7

128

17.8

One
Two or more

Total

Statistics

» .29;

p

.59

Date Plant Bed Seeded
Not recommended
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Recommended dates (late

February through late March) 332
Total

78.3

591

82.2

100.0

719

100.0

327

77. 1

540

75. 1

97

22.9

179

24.9

424

100.0

719

100.0

45.4

424

Statistics X^

2.60; p - .10

Plant Beds Watered
No

Yes

Total

Statistics

X^

.59;

p

.44

FIELD PRACTICES

Tobacco Land Previously
in Sod
No

255

60.7

322

Yes

165

39.3

387

54.6

420

100.0

709

100.0

Total
Statistics

r2

24.70;

p < .05

Frequency Soil Samples Taken
2 years or less
3-4 years
Total

105
215

32.8

382

58.5

67.2

271

4 1.5

320

100.0

653

100.0

Statistics X^ - 56.67; p < .05
Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per
Acre

0-200 pounds
More than 200 pounds
Total

303
121

71.5

546

75.9

28.5

173

24. 1

424

100.0

719

100.0

27.8

Statistics X^ » 2.79; p = .09
Insecticide Used in Field
Other

Orthene/Thiodan
Total

Statistics

X^

25.74;

180
244

42.5

200

57.5

519

72.2

424

100.0

719

100.0

p < .05
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TABLE 10.

(Continued)

Farm Visits Received*
One or More

None

Selected Production
Practices

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N-574)

(N=605)

Scout Before Spraying
No

I6A

38.7

178

Yes
Total

260

61.3

54 1

75.2

42A

100.0

719

100.0

69.4

Statistics

» 24.65;

24.8

p < .05

Black Shank Present on Farm
No

313

74.0

498

Yes

I 10

26.0

220

30.6

423

100.0

718

100.0

Total

Statistics X^ • 2.78; p

.09

Planted Black Shank Resistant

Variety
No

183

43.6

256

35.7

Yes

237

56.4

461

64.3

420

100.0

717

100.0

389

92.6

639

89. 1

31

7.4

78

10.9

420

100.0

717

100.0

Total

Statistics X^ = 6.91; p < .05
Used Four Quarts Ridomil Per
Acre
No

Yes

Total

Statistics

X^

3.73;

p < .05

Stage Tobacco Topped
Full bloom

241

57.2

382

53.2

Button-mid flower

180

42.8

336

46.8

421

100.0

718

100.0

293

69. 1

424

59.0

131

30.9

295

4 1.0

424

100.0

719

100.0

Total

Statistics X^ = 1.74; p
Days Between Topping and
Cutting
Less than 28 days
28 days or more
Total

Statistics X^ « 11.71;

, 18

p < .05

Number Tobacco Grades
25

5.9

33

4.6

399

94. 1

686

95.4

424

100.0

719

100.0

Not recommended

Recommended (2-3 grades)
Total

Statistics X^ = .94;

.33

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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an Extension agent.

The producers' use of selected tobacco production

practices are classified by plant bed production practices and field
production practices.

The chi-square test was used to determine the

relationship between the number of farm visits producers received from

an Extension agent and each of the 15 selected hurley tobacco production
practices.

Plant Bed Practices

Pounds of nitrogen applied per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Almost 82 percent (588) of producers who received one or more farm visits,
compared to almost 73 percent (309) of those who received no farm visits
from an Extension agent, applied 50-75 pounds of nitrogen per 100

square yards of plant bed. When these differences were compared using
the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship between the
number of farm visits producers received from Extension agents and

pounds of nitrogen applied per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Tobacco

producers who received one or more farm visits were more likely to
apply 50-75 pounds of nitrogen per 100 square yards of plant bed than
were producers who received no farm visits from an Extension agent.

Teaspoons of seed used per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Eighty-

five percent (591) of the producers who received one or more farm
visits, compared to 83.8 percent (326) of producers who received no
farm visits from an Extension agent, used two or more teaspoons of

tobacco seed per 100 square yards of plant bed.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant
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relationship between the number of farm visits a producer received
from an Extension agent and the number of teaspoons of tobacco seed
used per ICQ square yards of plant bed.

Tobacco producers who received

one or more farm visits were no more likely than producers who received

no farm visits from an Extension agent to use two or more teaspoons of
tobacco seed per 100 square yards of plant bed.

The date plant beds were seeded.

Slightly more than 82 percent

(591) of the producers who received one or more farm visits, compared
to 78.3 percent (332) of those who received no farm visits from an
Extension agent, seeded plant beds from late February through late
March.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square test,

there was no significant relationship at the .05 probability level
between the number of farm visits producers received and the date plant
beds were seeded.

Tobacco producers who received one or more farm

visits were no more likely than producers who received no farm visits
from an Extension agent to seed plant beds from late February through
late March.

Plant beds watered.

Almost 25 percent (179) of the producers who

received one or more farm visits, compared to 22.9 percent (97) of

those who received no farm visits from an Extension agent, watered
their plant beds.

When these differences were compared using the chi-

square test, there was no significant relationship between the number
of farm visits a producer received from an Extension agent and whether
or not producers watered their plant beds.

Tobacco producers who
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received one or more farm visits were no more likely than producers

who received no farm visits from an Extension agent to water plant
beds.

Field Practices

Tobacco land previously in sod.

Approximately 55 percent (387) of

the producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to 39.3

percent (165) of those who received no farm visits from an Extension
agent, had tobacco land in sod sometime during the previous three years.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was a significant relationship between the number of farm visits
producers received from an Extension agent and whether or not producers

had tobacco land previously in sod.

Tobacco producers who received

one or more farm visits were more likely to have had tobacco land

previously in sod than were producers who received no farm visits
from an Extension agent.

Frequency soil samples were taken.

Approximately 59 percent (382)

of the producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to

approximately 33 percent (105) of those who received no farm visits
from an Extension agent, took soil samples every two years or less.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was a significant relationship between the number of farm visits
producers received from Extension agents and the frequency of soil
samples taken.

Tobacco producers who received one or more farm visits

were more likely to take soil tests at two years or less intervals
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than were producers who received no farm visits from an Extension
agent.

Pounds of nitrogen applied per acre. Almost 76 percent (546) of
the producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to 71.5

percent (303) of those who received no farm visits from an Extension
agent, applied 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre. When these differences
were compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant
relationship between the number of farm visits a producer received and
the pounds of nitrogen producers applied per acre.

Tobacco producers

who received one or more farm visits were no more likely than producers
who received no farm visits from an Extension agent to apply 0-200

pounds of nitrogen per acre.

Insecticide used in field. Approximately 72 percent (519) of the

producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to 57.5 per
cent (244) of those who received no farm visits from an Extension

agent, used the insecticide Orthene or Thiodan in their fields.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was a significant relationship between the number of farm visits
producers received and the kind of insecticide producers used.

Tobacco

producers who received one or more farm visits were more likely to
use Orthene or Thiodan than were producers who received no farm visits
from an Extension agent.

Scout before spraying. Approximately 75 percent (541) of the
producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to 61.3 percent
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(260) of the producers who received no farm visits from an Extension
agent, indicated they scouted their tobacco fields before spraying
with an insecticide.

When these differences were compared using the

chi-square test, there was a significant relationship between the
number of farm visits a producer received and whether or not producers

scouted their fields before spraying an insecticide.

Tobacco producers

who received one or more farm visits were more likely to scout their

fields before spraying than were producers who received no farm visits
from an Extension agent.

Black Shank present on farm. Approximately 31 percent (220) of
the producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to 26.0

percent (1 10) of those who received no farm visits from an Extension
agent, indicated they had Black Shank present on their farm.

When

these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was

no significant relationship between the number of farm visits a producer

received and the presence of Black Shank on the producer's farm.
Tobacco producers who received one or more farm visits were no more

likely than producers who received no farm visits from an Extension
agent to indicate the presence of Black Shank on their farm.
Planted Black Shank resistant variety.

Of the producers who

responded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm (330), approximately
64 percent (461) of the producers who received one or more farm visits,
compared to 56.4 percent (237) of those who received no farm visits
from an Extension agent, planted a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.
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When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was a significant relationship at the .05 probability level between
the number of farm visits received and whether or not producers planted

a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.

Of the producers responding

"Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm, producers who received one
or more farm visits were more likely to plant a Black Shank resistant

tobacco variety than were producers who received

no farm visits

from an Extension agent.

Four quarts of Ridomil used per acre.

Of the producers who respon

ded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm (330), almost 11 percent
(78) of the producers who received one or more farm visits, compared
to 7.4 percent (31) of those who received no farm visits from an
Extension agent, used four quarts of Ridomil per acre.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was a

significant relationship between the number of farm visits and the
use of Ridomil.

Of the producers responding "Yes" to having Black

Shank on their farm, producers who received one or more farm visits
from an Extension agents were more likely to use four quarts of Ridomil
per acre than were producers who received no farm visits.

Stage tobacco was topped. Approximately 47 percent (336) of the
producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to 42.8 percent
(180) of those who received no farm visits from an Extension agent,

topped their tobacco from button to mid-flower stage.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was no
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significant relationship between number of farm visits and the floral
stage when producers topped their tobacco.

Burley producers who

received one or more farm visits were no more likely than producers

who received no farm visits from an Extension agent to top their
tobacco from the button to mid-flower stage.

Days between topping and cutting.

Forty-one percent (295) of the

producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to 30.9 percent

(131) of those who received no farm visits from an Extension agent,
allowed 28 days or more between topping and cutting their tobacco.

When these differences were compared, there was a significant relation
ship at the .05 probability level between the number of farm visits
a producer received and the number of days producers allowed between

topping and cutting their tobacco.

Tobacco producers who received one

or more farm visits were more likely to allow 28 days or more between

topping and cutting their tobacco than were producers who received
no farm visits from an Extension agent.

Number of tobacco grades.

Approximately 95 percent (686) of the

producers who received one or more farm visits, compared to 94.1 percent

(399) of those who received no farm visits from an Extension agent,
sorted their tobacco in 2-3 grades.

When these differences were

compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant relation
ship between the number of farm visits and number of grades producers
sorted their tobacco.

Burley producers who received one or more farm

visits from an Extension agent were no more likely than producers who
received no farm visits to sort their tobacco in 2-3 grades.
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V.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CONTACTS TENNESSEE
BURLEY TOBACCO PRODUCERS HAD WITH EXTENSION AND THEIR
USE OF SELECTED PRODUCTION PRACTICES

This section presents data regarding the relationship between the
total number of contacts producers had with Extension during the pre
vious 12 months and producers' use of 15 selected hurley tobacco

production practices (Table 11).

The total number of contacts producers

had with Extension were divided into two groups, producers who had

four or less contacts, and producers who had five or more contacts
with Extension.

The producers' use of selected tobacco production

practices are classified by plant bed production practices and field
production practices.

The chi-square test was used to compare the

relationship between the number of total Extension contacts and each
of the 15 selected hurley tobacco production practices.

Plant Bed Practices

Pounds of nitrogen applied per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Approximately 82 percent (446) of the producers who had five or more
contacts with Extension, compared to 75.7 percent (452) of those who
had four or less contacts, applied 50-75 pounds of nitrogen per ICQ

square yards of plant bed.

When these differences were compared

using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship between
the number of Extension contacts producers had and pounds of nitrogen

applied per 100 square yards of plant bed.

Tobacco producers who had

five or more Extension contacts were more likely to apply 50-75 pounds
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TABLE I I,

Relationships Between the Number of Total Contacts Tennessee Producers Had
With Extension and Their Use of Selected Burley Tobacco Production Practices

Total Extension Contacts*
Four or Less

Selected Production
Pract ices

Five or More

Number of

Perc ent of

Number of

Percent of

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

(N-505)

(N.574)

PLANT BED PRACTICES

Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per 100
Square Yard Plant Bed
Not recommended amount

Recommended (50-75 pounds)
Total

Statistics

- 6.OA;

IAS

2A.3

100

18.3

452

75.7

AA6

81.7

597

100.0

5A6

100.0

p < .05

Teaspoons Seed Used Per 100
Square Yard Plant Bed
One
Two or more
Total

Statistics

2.35;

95

17. I

72

13.7

A62

82.9

ASA

86.3

557

100.0

526

100.0

19.A

I OA

19.0

.12

Date Plant Bed Seeded
Not recommended

116

Recommended dates (late

February through late March)

A8I

80.6

AA2

81.0

Total

597

100.0

5A6

100.0

Statistics

ir2
X''

.02;

p

.86

Plant Beds Watered
No

AA5

7A.5

A22

77.3

Yes

152

25.5

I2A

22.7

597

100.0

5A6

100.0

41.2

Total

Statistics

X^

1.17;

.27

FIELD PRACTICES

Tobacco Land Previously
in Sod
No

356

60.3

222

Yes

23A

39.7

317

58.8

590

100.0

539

100.0

61.8

Total

Statistics

AI.3;

p < .05

Frequency Soil Samples Taken
2 years or less
3-4 years
Total

172
293

37.0

314

63.0

194

38.2

465

100.0

508

100.0

Statistics X^ » 59.8; p < .05
Pounds Nitrogen Applied Per
Acre

0-200 pounds
More than 200 pounds
Total

436
161

73.0

412

75.5

27.0

134

24.5

597

100.0

746

100.0

Statistics X^ = .87; p = .34
Insecticide Used in Field
Other

237

39.7

142

26.0

Orthene/Thiodan

360

60.3

404

74.0

597

100.0

546

100.0

Total

Statistics X^ = 24.11; p < .05
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TABLE ll. (Continued)

Total Extension Contacts*
Four or Less

Five or More

Number of

Percent of

Number of

Percent of

Selected Production

Producers

Producers

Producers

Producers

Practices

(N-605)

(N-S74)

Scout Before Spraying
No

209

35.0

132

24.2

Yes

388

65.0

414

75.8

597

100.0

546

100.0

436

73.3

376

68.9

159

26.7

170

31. 1

595

100.0

546

100.0

Total

Statistics

x2

15.98;

p < .05

Black Shank Present on Farm
No

Yes
Total

Statistics

.2.70; p

.10

Planted Black Shank Resistant

Variety
No
Yes

Total

Statistics X^ = 4.74; p

29

18.4

17

10.0

129

81.6

15

90.0

158

100.0

170

100.0

138

87.9

130

76.5

19

12. 1

40

23.5

591

100.0

546

100.0

.05

Used Four Quarts Ridomil
Per Acre
No

Yes

Total

Statistics X^.7.20; p

.05

Stage Tobacco Topped
Full bloom

339

57. 1

284

52. 1

Button-mid flower

255

42.9

261

47.9

594

100.0

545

100.0

404

67.7

314

57.5

193

32.3

232

42,5

597

100.0

546

100.0

Total

Statistics X^ « 2.82; p i
Days Between Topping and
Cutting
Less than 28 days
28 days or more
Total

.09

Statistics X^ » 12.60; p < .05
Number Tobacco Grades
Not recommended

Recommended (2-3 grades)
Total

36

561

6.0

22

4.0

94.0

524

597

96.0

100.0

546

100.0

Statistics X^ - 2.37; p = .12

*Totals may not add up to N because of missing data.
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of nitrogen per 100 square yards of plant bed than were producers
who had four or less contacts.

Teaspoons of seed used per 100 square yards of plant bed.

A

little more than 86 percent (454) of the producers who had five or more

contacts with Extension, compared to approximately 83 percent (462)
of those who had four or less contacts, used two or more teaspoons of

tobacco seed per 100 square yards of plant bed.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant
relationship between a producer's total number of Extension contacts
and the number of teaspoons of tobacco seed used per 100 square yards
of plant bed.

Tobacco producers who had five or more total Extension

contacts were no more likely than producers who had four or less
contacts to use two or more teaspoons of tobacco seed per 100 square
yards of plant bed.

The date plant beds were seeded.

Eighty-one percent (442) of the

producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared to

80.6 percent (481) of those who had four or less contacts, seeded plant
beds from late February through late March.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant

relationship between number of total Extension contacts and the date
plant beds were seeded.

Tobacco producers who had five or more total

Extension contacts were no more likely than producers who had four or
less contacts to seed plant beds from late February through late
March.
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Plant beds watered.

Approximately 23 percent (124) of the pro

ducers who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared to 25.5

percent (152) of those who had four or less contacts, watered their

plant beds. When this difference was compared using the chi-square
test, there was no significant relationship at the .05 probability
level between the total number of Extension contacts producers had and

whether or not producers watered their plant beds.

Tobacco producers

who had five or more total Extension contacts were no more likely

than producers who had four or less total contacts to water plant
beds.

Field Practices

Tobacco land previously in sod. Approximately 59 percent (317)
of the producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared
to approximately 40 percent (234) of those who had four or less total
contacts, had tobacco land in sod sometime during the previous three

years.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was a significant relationship between the number of total
Extension contacts producers had and whether or not producers had

tobacco land previously in sod.

Tobacco producers who had five or

more total Extension contacts were more likely to have had tobacco land

previously in sod than were producers who had four or less total
Extension contacts.

Frequency soil samples were taken. Approximately 62 percent (314)
of the producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared
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to 37 percent (172) of those who had four or less total contacts, took
soil samples every two years or less. When these differences were com

pared using the chi-square test, there was a significant relationship
between the number of total Extension contacts and the frequency of

soil samples taken. Tobacco producers who had five or more total
Extension contacts were more likely to take soil tests at two years

or less intervals than were producers who had four or less total
Extension contacts.

Pounds of nitrogen applied per acre. Approximately 76 percent (412)
of the producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, com

pared to 73.0 percent (436) of those who had four or less Extension
contacts, applied 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was no

significant relationship between the number of total Extension contacts
a producer had and pounds of nitrogen applied per acre. Tobacco
producers who had five or more total Extension contacts were no more

likely than producers who had four or less Extension contacts to
apply 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre.
Insecticide used in field.

Seventy-four percent (404) of the

producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared to

60.3 percent (360) of those who had four or less Extension contacts,
used the insecticide Orthene or Thiodan in their fields.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was a

significant relationship between the number of total Extension contacts
a producer had and the kind of insecticide producers used. Tobacco
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producers who had five or more total Extension contacts were more
likely to use Orthene or Thiodan than were producers who had four or
less total Extension contacts.

Scout before spraying.

Approximately 76 percent (414) of the

producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared

to 65 percent (388) of those who had four or less Extension contacts,
indicated they scouted their tobacco fields before spraying with an
insecticide.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was a significant relationship at the .05 probability level
between the number of total Extension contacts producers had and whether

or not producers scouted their fields before spraying.

Tobacco producers

who had five or more total Extension contacts were more likely to

scout their fields before spraying than were producers who had four
or less total Extension contacts.

Black Shank present on farm.

Slightly more than 31 percent (170)

of the producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared
to 26.7 percent (159) of those who had four or less Extension contacts,
indicated Black Shank was present on their farm.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was no significant
relationship between the number of total Extension contacts a producer

had and the presence of Black Shank on the producers' farm.

Tobacco

producers who had five or more total Extension contacts were no more
likely than producers who had four or less Extension contacts to
indicate a presence of Black Shank on their farm.
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Planted Black Shank resistant variety.

Of the producers who

responded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm (282), 90 percent
(153) of the producers who had five or more total Extension contacts,
compared to 81.6 percent (129) of those who have four or less Extension
contacts, planted a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.

When these

differences were compared using the chi-square test, there was a

significant relationship at the .05 probability level between the
number of total Extension contacts producers had and whether or not
producers planted a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.

Of the

producers who responded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm,
producers who had five or more total Extension contacts were more likely

to plant a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety than were producers
who had four or less total Extension contacts.

Four quarts of Ridomil used per acre.

Of the producers who respon

ded "Yes" to having Black Shank on their farm (282), 23.5 percent (40)
of those who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared to

12. 1 percent (19) of the producers who had four or less Extension

contacts, used four quarts of Ridomil per acre.

When these differences

were compared using the chi-square test, there was a significant
relationship between the number of total Extension contacts and the

use of Ridomil.

Of the producers responding "Yes" to having Black

Shank on their farm, producers who had five or more total Extension
contacts were more likely to use four quarts of Ridomil per acre

than were producers who had four or less total Extension contacts.

Stage tobacco was topped.

Approximately 48 percent (261) of the

producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared to
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almost 43 percent (255) of those who had four or less Extension con
tacts, topped their tobacco from the button to mid-flower stage.
When these differences were compared using the chi-square test, there

was no significant relationship between the number of total Extension
contacts producers had and the floral stage when producers topped

their tobacco.

Tobacco producers who had five or more total Extension

contacts were no more likely than producers who had four or less

Extension contacts to top their tobacco from the button to mid-floral
stage.

Days between topping and cutting.

Approximately 43 percent (232)

of the producers who had five or more total Extension contacts, com

pared to 32.3 percent (193) of those who had four or less Extension
contacts, allowed 28 days or more between topping and cutting their
tobacco.

When these differences were compared using the chi-square

test, there was a significant relationship between the number of total
Extension contacts and the number of days producers allowed between

topping and cutting their tobacco.

Tobacco producers who had five

or more total Extension contacts were more likely to allow 28 days

or more between topping and cutting their tobacco than were producers
who had four or less total Extension contacts.

Number of tobacco grades.

Ninety-six percent (524) of the producers

who had five or more total Extension contacts, compared to 94 percent

(561) of those who had four or less Extension contacts, sorted their

tobacco in 2-3 grades. When these differences were compared using
the chi-square test, there was no significant relationship between the
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number of total Extension contacts and number of grades producers sorted

their tobacco.

Tobacco producers who had five or more total Extension

contacts were no more likely than producers who had four or less
Extension contacts to sort their tobacco in 2-3 grades.

VI.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This summary is organized by the number and types of contacts

tobacco producers had with Extension and their use of 15 selected
hurley tobacco production practices.

There was a significant relationship between each type of Extension
contact and four of the 15 production practices.

Tobacco producers who had one or more contacts with Extension
through meetings, office visits, telephone calls, farm visits, or
had five or more total Extension contacts, compared to producers who

had four or less or no Extension contacts, tended to: (1) have had

tobacco land previously in sod; (2) take soil samples at two years
or less intervals; (3) use Orthene or Thiodan in field; and (A) scout
before spraying.
There was a significant relationship between the number of telephone

calls producers made to Extension and one of the 15 selected production
practices.

Producers who made one or more tlephone calls to the

Extension office, compared to producers who made no telephone calls,
tended to: (1) use two or more teaspoons of seed per 100 square
yards of bed.
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There was a significant relationship between one type of Extension
contact and the presence of Black Shank on the producer's farm.

Pro

ducers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, compared to producers
who attended no tobacco meetings, indicated Black Shank present on farm.

There was a significant relationship between three types of
Extension contacts and whether or not producers planted a Black Shank
resistant tobacco variety.

Producers who attended one or more tobacco

meetings, received farm visits, and have five or more total Extension
contacts, compared to producers who had four or less or no contacts, were

more likely to plant a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.
There was a significant relationship between the number of office
visits producers made and the floral stage producers topped their
tobacco.

Producers who made one or more Extension office visits,

compared to producers who made no office visits, were more likely
to top their tobacco in the button to mid-flower stage.
There was a significant relationship between four types of Extension
contacts and the number of days producers allowed between topping
and cutting their tobacco.

Producers who had one or more contacts with

Extension through meetings, office visits, farm visits, and total

Extension contacts, compared to producers who had four or less or no
Extension contacts, tended to allow 28 days between topping and cutting
their tobacco.

There were no significant relationships between any type of
Extension contact and four selected production practices.

Producers

who had one or more Extension contacts through meetings, office visits.
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telephone calls, farm visits, and had five or more total Extension
contacts were no more likely than producers who had four or less or

no Extension contacts to: (1) seed plant beds from late February

to late March; (2) water plant beds; (3) apply 0-200 pounds of

nitrogen per acre; and (4) sort their tobacco in 2-3 grades.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

This chapter presents a summary of the major findings of this
study.

The chapter was divided into sections relating to the purposes

and objectives, methods of investigation, major findings, implications
and recommendations, and recommendations for further study.

I.

PURPOSE AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to characterize hurley tobacco
producers, their personal characteristics, characteristics of their
farm operation, number and types of contacts made with Extension,
their use of selected hurley tobacco production practices, and to
determine the interrelationships among the variables.

Specific Objectives
1.

To characterize Tennessee hurley tobacco producers and their

operations as to personal characteristics of the producers and the farm
operation, number and type of contacts producers had with Extension,

and producers' use of selected production practices.
2.

To determine the relationships between selected personal and

farm characteristics of hurley tobacco producers and the number and

types of contacts they had with Extension over the previous 12 months.
3.

To determine the relationships between the number and type of

Extension contacts hurley tobacco producers had and their use of
selected hurley tobacco production practices.
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II.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

Population and Sample Studies

The population of this study included all hurley tobacco pro

ducers in Tennessee during 1987. The Nth number random sample technique
was used to identify individuals included in the sample.

The number

of producers surveyed per county averaged about 25 and varied from
10 to 40 producers per county depending upon the total number of
acres of tobacco grown in the county.

Survey Instrument

The survey instrument used in this study was an interview schedule

developed by specialists from The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

The questionnaire consisted of five main parts which included: (1)
General Information; (2) Plant Bed Practices; (3) Field Practices;
(4) Information about the Farmer; and (5) Contacts with Extension.
Interview Technique
Personal interviews were scheduled between the Extension agent

and hurley tobacco producers in each participating county in order
to complete the 1987 Tennessee Burley Tobacco Production Survey.
The interviews were completed in the fall of 1987 and returned to

the Agricultural Extension Education Section at the University of
Tennessee for analysis by February 1988.

Method of Analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the survey data.
These included frequencies, means, medians, and modes.

The chi-square
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test was used to determine relationships between selected dependent
and independent variables.

The .05 probability level was used to

make decisions regarding the significance of relationships between
variables.

III.

MAJOR FINDINGS

Major findings were classified and presented under headings
related to the objectives of this study.
Characteristics of Burley Tobacco Producers,
Their Farm Operation, Number and Type of
Contacts With Extension, and Producers' Use
of Selected Production Practices

Approximately 53 percent of the burley tobacco producers surveyed
in 1987 were under 50 years old.
producers was 48 years old.

The average age of the responding

Approximately 76 percent bad a high

school education or less, and approximately 51 percent of the tobacco
producers farmed on a full-time basis.

Approximately 79 percent of the tobacco producers grew three or
less acres of tobacco, and slightly less than 65 percent reported
yields of 2,100 pounds or less per acre.

In 1987 producers grew

an average of 2.6 acres and averaged 1,934 pounds of tobacco per acre.

Approximately 49 percent of the tobacco producers attended one

or more Extension tobacco meetings.

Sixty-four percent of the producers

made one or more Extension office visits, and approximately 73 percent
made one or more telephone calls to the Extension office.

Approximately
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63 percent of the tobacco producers received one or more farm visits

from an Extension agent, and 48 percent of the producers reported

having five or more total Extension contacts during the previous
12 months.

Five of the selected production practices were used by 75 percent
or more of the tobacco producers.

They were; (1) application of 50-75

pounds of nitrogen per 100 square yard of plant bed; (2) use of two
or more teaspoons of seed per 100 square yards of plant bed; (3)
seeded plant beds from late February through late March; (4) planted
a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety; and (5) sorted their tobacco
in 2-3 grades.

Three of the selected production practices were used by 50 percent
or more of the tobacco producers.

They were: (1) use of Orthene

or Thiodan in the field; (2) scouting of fields before spraying;

and (3) application of 0-200 pounds of nitrogen per acre.
Six of the selected production practices were not used by 50
percent of the producers.

They were: (1) watering of plant beds;

(2) tobacco land previously in sod; (3) soil samples taken at two
years or less intervals; (4) use of four quarts of Ridomil per acre;

(5) topping tobacco from button to mid-flower stage; and (6) allowing
28 days or more between topping and cutting of tobacco.
Seventy-eight percent of the tobacco producers reported no aphid

problems in their fields in 1987.

Thirty percent of the producers

had Black Shank, but only 10 percent indicated it to be a problem,
in 1987.
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Relationships Between Selected Personal and
Farm Characteristics of Tobacco Producers

and the Number and Types of Extension Contacts

There were significant relationships between producers' education
level, employment status, and yield per acre and each of the five

types of Extension contacts.

Producers who had an education level

above high school, compared to producers who had an education level
of high school or less, attended more tobacco meetings, made more
Extension office visits, made more telephone calls to the Extension
office, received more farm visits, and had five or more total contacts
with Extension.

Full-time tobacco producers, compared to part-time producers,

attended more tobacco meetings, made more Extension office visits,
made more telephone calls to the Extension office, received more farm
visits, and had five or more total contacts with Extension.

Producers

who had a tobacco yield over 2,100 pounds per acre, compared to
producers who had a yield of 2,100 pounds or less per acre, attended

more tobacco meetings, made more Extension office visits, made more
telephone calls to the Extension office, received more farm visits,
and had five or more total contacts with Extension.

There was a significant relationship between number of acres of

tobacco grown by producers and four types of Extension contacts.
Producers who grew over three acres of tobacco, compared to producers

who grew three or less acres, attended more meetings, made more
telephone calls to the Extension office, received more farm visits,
and had five or more total contacts with Extension.
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There was a significant relationship between producers' age and
only one of the five Extension contacts.

Producers under the age

of 50, compared to producers 50 years and over, had five or more total
contacts with Extension.

Relationship Between the Number and Type of
Extension Contacts Producers Had and Their

Use of Selected Tobacco Production Practices

There was a significant relationship between each type of Extension
contact and four of the 15 production practices.

Tobacco producers

who had one or more contacts with Extension through meetings, office

visits, telephone calls, farm visits, or had five or more total Extension
contacts, compared to producers who had four or less or no Extension
contacts, tended to: (1) have had tobacco land previously in sod;

and (2) take soil samples at two years or less intervals; (3) use
Orthene or Thiodan; and (4) scout fields before spraying.

There was a significant relationship between four types of contacts

that producers had with Extension and two of the 15 selected production
practices. Tobacco producers who had one or more contacts with
Extension through meetings, telephone calls, farm visits, and had
five or more total Extension contacts, compared to producers who

had four or less or no Extension contacts, tended: (1) to apply 50-75

pounds of nitrogen per 100 square yards of plant bed; and (2) use
four quarts of Ridomil per acre.

There was a significant relationship between the number of telephone

calls producers made to Extension and one of the 15 selected production
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practices.

Producers who made one or more telephone calls to the

Extension office, compared to producers who made no telephone calls,
tended to use two or more teaspoons of seed per ICQ square yards

of plant bed.

There was a significant relationship between two types of Extension
contacts and the presence of Black Shank on the producer's farm.
Producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings and had five

or more total Extension contacts, compared to producers who attended
no tobacco meetings and had four or less total Extension contacts

indicated that Black Shank was present on their farm.
There was a significant relationship between three types of
Extension contacts and whether or not producers planted a Black Shank

resistant tobacco variety.

Producers who attended one or more tobacco

meetings, received farm visits, and had five or more total Extension
contacts, compared to producers who had four or less or no contacts,

planted a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety.
There was a significant relationship between the number of office

visits producers made and the flower stage producers topped their
tobacco.

Producers who made one or more Extension office visits,

compared to producers who made no office visits, were more likely

to top their tobacco in the button to mid-flower stage.
There was a significant relationship between four types of Extension
contacts and the number of days producers allowed between topping
and cutting their tobacco.

Producers who had one or more contacts

with Extension through meetings, office visits, farm visits, and five
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or more total Extension contacts, compared to producers who had four
or less or no Extension contacts, tended to allow 28 days between

topping and cutting their tobacco.

There were no significant relationships between any type of
Extension contact and three selected production practices.

Producers

who had one or more Extension contacts through meetings, office visits,

telephone calls, farm visits, and had five or more total Extension
contacts were no more likely than producers who had four or less
or no Extension contacts to: (1) seed plant beds from late February

to late March; (2) water plant beds; and (3) apply 0-200 pounds of
nitrogen per acre.

IV.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based upon the findings of this study, the following implications
and recommendations are drawn.

1.

The majority (73 percent) of the surveyed producers reported

one or more contacts with Extension.

Sixty-three percent of the

producers received one or more farm visits from an Extension agent,
and 48 percent reported five or more total contacts.

These findings

indicate that Extension agents are doing a satisfactory job of con

tacting the tobacco producers. Therefore, agents should continue
supporting producers through meetings and personal contacts.
2.

Of the 351 producers reporting that Black Shank was present

on their farm, almost 85 percent (297) used a Black Shank resistant

tobacco variety, but only 17.2 percent (60) used four quarts of Ridomil.
These findings indicate that producers are very willing to use a
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Black Shank resistant tobacco variety, but are not willing to use
Ridomil as a control for Black Shank.

Since Ridomil has been proven

as an effective control of Black Shank, Extension agents should continue

stressing its importance through educational meetings and personal
contacts with producers.

The relatively high cost of Ridomil may be

a barrier to overcome through educational efforts such as demonstrations.
3.

Approximately 54 percent (635) of producers are waiting until

full bloom to top their tobacco, and 63 percent (743) of the producers
are allowing less than 28 days between topping and cutting.

These

findings indicate that producers are waiting too late in the floral
stage to top their tobacco and are not allowing enough time between

topping and cutting for proper ripening and yield maximization.
Because these two management practices influence the yield and quality
of tobacco harvested, Extension

agents should increase their educa

tional programs and contacts emphasizing these practices.

A 1987-1989

on farm demonstration program by the U.T. Agricultural Extension

Service tobacco specialist has given agents specific data to use in
these educational efforts.

4.

There was a significant positive relationship between all

types of Extension contacts and producers who reported tobacco yields
over 2,100 pounds per acre.

This finding indicates that producers

who had contacts with Extension reported higher yields per acre.

Therefore, Extension agents should continue to provide educational
programs and opportunities for tobacco producers.
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5.

Full-time tobacco producers reported more of all types of

Extension contacts than did part-time producers.

In addition, approxi

mately 50 percent (563) of all surveyed producers were part-time.
These findings indicate that full-time producers have had more contacts
with Extension than have part-time producers.

The percentage of part-

time producers has increased by 9 percent over part-time producers
reported in a 1987 study by Fowlkes, Carter and Rhodes.

The increase

in part-time tobacco producers and the data showing fewer Extension
contacts made to part-time producers suggests the need for Extension
agents to increase their efforts in contacting part-time producers and
providing them with research based information.
6.

Tobacco producers who had one or more contacts with Extension

through meetings, telephone calls, farm visits, and had five or more

total Extension contacts tended to use four quarts of Ridomil per
acre, compared to producers who had four or less or no Extension

contacts.

These findings indicate that producers who had more contacts

with Extension were more likely to use Ridomil.

Ridomil has been

proven as a valuable control of Black Shank, therefore Extension
agents should continue their educational programs and contacts which
emphasize the use of Ridomil.

7. Producers who attended one or more tobacco meetings, received
farm visits, and had five or more total Extension contacts were more

likely to have planted a Black Shank resistant tobacco variety compared
to producers who had four or less or no contacts with Extension.

This finding indicated that producers who had more contacts with
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Extension were using Black Shank resistant tobacco varieties.

Resistant

varieties are proven to help control Black Shank disease, therefore

Extension agents should continue to provide educational meetings
and contacts which emphasize the planting of Black Shank resistant
tobacco varieties.

Suggestions for Consideration

This study indicates a real need for Extension agents to reach

more part-time tobacco producers.

Observations by the author suggests

that: (1) part-time farmers have less time to make Extension contacts;

(2) shift work may not make the traditional night meeting or farm
visit possible; and (3) part-time tobacco farmers may tend to take
greater risks by not using recommended production practices because

of time restraints or because tobacco represents a supplemental,
rather than a primary, source of income.

Extension agents need to

identify and implement creative means by which Extension can reach
part-time producers.
An example of a creative method of contact with part-time pro

ducers is the use of video tapes:

1.

Video tapes could be effective in supplying current
tobacco production updates and demonstrate recommended

practices to part-time producers.

Producers could

check out and view videos at a convenient time.

2.

Video tapes should be topic specific with no more
than two topics covered per tape.
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3.

Video tapes should consist of field demonstration
results when applicable and easy-to-follow "how to"
directions.

4.

Video tapes should be kept up-to-date and current with
all University of Tennessee recommendations.

5.

Video tapes could be made available free to producers
through local video stores.

This would make the videos

more accessable because producers could pick up these
videos while renting family entertainment videos.

In

addition, video stores are generally open later in the
evenings than are Extension offices.
6.

Videos could be checked out much the same as other

videos allowing the Extension agent to know how much
the videos are being used and who are using them.
This creates a source for follow-up calls by the
Extension agent.

A postcard supplied in the video box

could be used by the producers to request additional
information from the Extension agent.
7.

Professional, well produced videos would be ideal;
however, realizing the high cost and length of time

that might be involved, good locally (county) produced
videos might be just as effective.

8.

Additional suggestions would be that the University of
Tennessee Communication Department create a series of
professional, well produced videos on topic suggested
by the tobacco specialist and Extension agents.
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9. University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service
provide in-service training to interested agents on
how to make locally produced videos.
There is also a need to increase the use of tobacco plot demonstra

tions.
1.

These can be viewed by all producers at their convenience.
Extension agents could use the mass media or personal

letters to inform and up-date producers on the plot's
location, purpose and progress.

V.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Similar studies should be conducted periodically to identify
characteristics of hurley tobacco producers, their contacts with
Extension, and their use of selected production practices.

This

information is necessary for Extension agents to plan and implement

educational programs that meet the need of their county clientele.
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APPENDIX

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

AEE INFO-36

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE

1987 Burley Tobicco Survey*

(See Instructions on Last Page)
Cerd No.
Ye>r

e

County

1
TTT

"TIT "TJT "JTT

7

"Tsr-nrr
A. General Information (1987 crop)
Pounds allotted? (pounds)

(7-11)
(12-16)

Pounds sold? (pounds)

(17-18)

Acres grown? (acres)

(19-22)

Yield per acre? (pounds/acre)
B. Plant Beds (1987 crop)
Need control (plant bed)

(23)

a. Method Used?* (1
other; 9 • DNA)

chemical; 2 • burned: 3 •

(24)

b. Chemicals used before seeding? (1 • Methyl

Bromide; 2 • other; 9 " none used)

(25)

c. When applied? (1 • Fall; 2 • Spring; 9

(26)

d. Did you use Enide after seeding? (1 • no; 2

used)

none

yes)

2.

Fertilization (plant bed)

(27-29)

a. How many pounds of 4-16-8, or Its equivalent,

(30)

b.

did you apply per 100 square yard bed? (pounds)

Kino of top dress applied after seeding?
(1'organic nitrogen; 2 nitrate of soda;
3

ammonium nitrate; 4 • complete analysis

plant bed fertilizer; 5

other; 9

none used)

3. Seeding (plant bed)
(31)

a. Number of level teaspoons seed used per 100

(32)

b. Seeding date? (1

square yard bed? (teaspoons)
late Feb.; 4

6 • April)

Jan.; 2

4. Type of plant bed cover used? (1

(33)

nylon; 3

5.

early Feb.; 3

early March; 5 • late March;

cotton; 2 •

polyester (e.g. Reemay); 4 • other; 9 •

none used)
Insects (plant bed)

a. Did you have a problem with the following in
sects In your plant bed(s) In 1987? (1 "no;
2 • yes)

(34)

1.

Flea Beetles?

(35)

2.

Aphlds?

(36)

3. Vegetable Weevil Larvae?

*Cod1nq Instructions:

1"! All entries are ri |ht .lustlfied.
2. Fill each blank coT
3.

A zero (0)

none.

4. A nine (9) In each column •

not know, does not apply or no response.

TAEE 416F2a
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(37)

4.

6rub Worm?

(38)

5.

Cutworms?

(39)

6. Slogs?

(40)

b. Did you sprty or dust to control Insects?

fill
^

Insecticide used? (1 Dl-syston; 2_'
muthlon; 2 • Orthene; 4 • Dylo*; 5
Diezinon; 6 » Sevin; 9 " none used)

(1 • no; 2 • yes)

6. Diseases (plant bed)

a. Did you have a problem with the following
diseases in your plant beds in 1987? (1'no;
2 " yes)

(42)

1.

Blue Mold?

Anthracnose?

(43)

2.

(44)

3. Damplng-off?

(45)

4.

(45)

5. Angular Leaf Spot?

(47)

6.

(481

Wildfire?

Mosaic?

b. Did you treat plant bed at seeding time with
Ridomil to control Blue Mold? (1 no; 2 " yes)
7. Clipping

(49)

a. Did you clip your plant beds In 1987? (1

(50)

b. What equipment did you use? (1 • lawn mower;
2 " weed eater; 3 - other; 9 not clipped)

(51)

C. How many times did you clip? (actual; 0 • not

2 • yes)

no;

clipped)

8.

Watering

a. What method did you use to water your plant

(52)

bed in 1987? (1
sprinkler irrigation; 2 "
hand hose from spigot; 3 • hand hose from
barrel; 4 • lawn type sprinkler; 5 micro-

sprinkler; 6 • other; 9 • did not water)

(53)
''

b. How many times did you water? (actual; D • none
applied)

C. Field Practices (1987 crop)

55)

1. Variety grown? (1 • Burley 64; 2 • KV. 17; 3 • VA

1' '

509; 4 • Clay 501; 5 " TH 86; 6 - Coop 543; 7 • KV
14 X L8; 8 Coop 313; 9 • ICY 14; 10 • Burley 21 x i
KY 10; 11 * R7-11; 12 • other)

2. Land selection (1987 crop)

(55,58)

Tobacco after grass? (X of tobacco land which was
in permanent sod within past three years)

~~~ ~~~
3.

Fertilization (1987 crop)

(50.51)

4. What percent of your tobacco land was soil

(62)

b. How frequently do you normally take soil
samples? (1 • every year; 2 • every other year;
3 • every 3 to 4 years; 4 • occasionally; 9 •
do not soil sample)

tested for 1987 crop?

1 16

c. Averdje pounds of fertilizer end lime used
per ecre on 1987 crop?

4. Tons of lime? (actual tons: 0

(72)

3. Pounds of K^O? (actual pounds; 000 none)

(69-71)

2. Pounds of PpOj7(«ctu»l pounds; 000

(66-68)

1. Pounds of N1trogen?(actuel N pounds! 000 •

(63-65)

(73)
(74)

none)

d. Form of potash used? (1
muriate; 3

none)

none)

sulfate; 2

not sure; 9 • none used)

e. Type of sidedressing used? (1 • sodium nitrate;
2 • aimonium nitrate; 3 • potassium nitrate;
4 • other; 9 • did not sidedress)

4. Transplanting

(75)
(76)
(77)

a. When did you set your crop? (1
May; 3 • June)

April; 2 •

b. Spacing between rows? (Inches) (1
3

46; 4 • 48; 5

42; 2 • 44;

other)

c. Spacing between plants In row? (Inches) (1 •
16; 2 18; 3 • 20; 4 22; 5 24; 6 * other)
5.

(78)

Weed control In field

a. Major weed problem? (1
leafed weeds; 9

grasses; 2 " broad-

no problem)

c. If chemical used, which one? (1 " Paarlan;

(80)

b. Control method used? (1 • cultivation; '
2
chemicals; 3 both cultivation and chemicals)

(79)

Card No.

2

iTT

2 • Prowl; 3 • Tlllam; 4 « Devrlnol; 5 • Enlde;
6 combination; 9 * none used)

County No.

_

_

Te"" _8

TrrTTTur

6.

_7

ww

Soil Insects

a. Did you have a problem with the following soil
Insects in 1987? (1 • no; 2 • yes)

3. Wlreworms?

(9)

2. Srubworms?

(8)

1. Cutworms?

(7)

(10)

4. Other?

c. What did you use? (1 • Lorsban; 2

(12)

b. Did you treat the soil for Insects? (1 • no;
2 yes)

(11)

Diazlnon;

3 - Dl-syston 15G; 4 • Dyfonate; 5 Hocap;
6 Oasnit 15G; 7 other; 9 none treated)

7.

Foliage Insects
a.

(13)

Foliage treatment

1. Were foliage Insects a problem In 1987?
(1 • no; 2

(14)

yes)

2. Major Insect? (1 • Aphlds; 2

Budworms;

3 * Flea Beetles; 4 • Grasshoppers; 5

Japanese Beetles; 6 " Hornworms; 7 " Stink

Bugs: 8 • Vegetable Weevil; 9 • no problem)
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(15)

3. Did you sprty for foliage Insects? (1 n no;

(16)

4. Insecticide used? (1 • Orthene; 2 • Lennete

2 • yes)

or Nudrin; 3 n Thiodan; 4 • Penncap-M;

5 " Dylox/Proxol; 6 n Sevin; 7
B • other; 9 n none used)

(17)

5. Did you scout field before apraylng? (1 n
no; 2 • yes; 9 n did not dust or spray)

b.

(18)

Malathlon;

___

Soil treatment

1. Did you apply a soil treatment for foliage
Insects In 1987? (1 • no; 2 • yes)

(19)

2. What material did you apply? (1 n Furadan;
2 n Di-syston; 3 * Lorsban; 4 • Diatlnon;
5 n other; 9 • none used)

(20)

3. Did you apply an Insecticide In transplant

(21)

4. What material did you apply? (1 • Orthene;

water? (1 n no; 2 n yes)

2 n Vydate; '
3 Diazlnon; 9 n none used)

6.

Diseases

a.

(22)

Were the following diseases a problem In 1987?
(1 -no; 2 * yes)

1. Blue Mold?

(23)

2. Black Shank?

(24)

S. Black Root Rot?

(25)

4. Wildfire?

(26)

5. Mosaic?

(27)

6. Fusarlum Wilt?

(28)

7. Tobacco Vein Mottling Virus (TVMV) or

(29)

8. Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus?

Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV)?

(30)

9. Root-knot Neroatodes?

(31)

b. Did you have disease problems on resistant

(32)

c. Did you use Ridomll to control Blue Mold?

varieties? (1 n no; 2 • yes ; 9 n no disease)

(1 n no; 2 n yes)

(33)
(34)

Rate per acre? (1 n one (1) quart; 2 • two (2)

quarts; 3 " three (3) quarts; 4 " four (4)
quarts; 5 • more than 4 quarts; 9 'none used)

____

d. Is Black Shank present on your farm? (1 n no;
2 n yes)

(35)

1. Did you use resistant variety? (1 n no; 2 •

(36)

2. Did you use 4 quarts of Ridomll per acre?

yes)

(1 • no; 2 " yes)

9. Topping and Suckering

(37)

a. Stage most of tobacco topped? (1 • button to

early flower; 2 n midflower; 3 • full flower)

1 18

(38)

b. Sucker control wtertaUs) used? (1 n systemic

(39)

c. Method of application? (1 • hl-boy; 2 n tractor-

(e.g. KMH); 2 n contact (e.g. off-shoot T,
Sucker Plucker, etc.); 3 n contact followed by
systemic; 4 • local systemic (e.g. Prime ♦;
S • other,; 9 • none used)
mounted sprayer; 3 n hand sprayer; 4 • drop
nozzles; 5 • Jug; 6 n other; 9 > none used)

(40)

0. How long were suckers controlled? (1 n 2 weeks;
2*3 weeks; 3 n 4 weeks; 4 • 5 weeks; 5 •

longer; 9 n none used)

(41)

e. Have you had crop stand reductions and/or

(42)

f. In what crop(s)? (1 n small grain; 2 • corn;

stunting that you associated with 'Prime *'
carry-over In soil? (1 • no; 2 n yes; 9 • none
used)
3 • tobacco; 4 n other; 5 • no crops affected;

9 • none used)

10 Harvesting and Curing

(43-44)

a. Approximate number of days between topping and
cutting? (days)

(45)

b. Harvesting procedure? (1 n left In field

on standing stick; 2 • scaffold; 3 • hauled
directly to barn; 4 n cut and field-wilted
before spearing; 5 n cut and hauled to barn

for spearing; 6 • other)

(46)

c. Do you have facilities to supply artificial

heat when needed during curing? (1 • no; 2 •
yes)

11.

Preparation for Market

(47)

a. Number of grades made of 1987 crop? (grades)

(48-60)

b. Percent of tobacco hand tied? (percent)

(51-53)

c. Percent of tobacco baled? (percent)

(54-56)

d. Percent of tobacco sheeted? (percent)
0.

Information about Fanner

(57-58)

1. Approximate.age? (years)

(59)

2. Approximate education? (1 • high school or less;

I6uj

3. Employment? (1 n full-time farm; 2 n part-time

2 n some college; 3 • college graduate)

Job off farm; 3 • full-time Job off farm; 4 •
retired; 5 n other)
E.

Extension contacts

(note: Agent and/or fanner should estimate the

number of contacts the producer had with Extension
over the past 12-months)

(61)

1. Tobacco meetings attended?

(62-63)

2. Other Extension meetings attended?

(64-65

3. Visits to Extension office?

(66-67)

4. Telephone calls to Extension office?

(68-69)

5. Farm visits received?
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

(1987 Burley Tobacco Survey)
1. Date Due: February 15, 1988.
2.

Disposition:

To Associate Supervisor.

3.

Counties to be Surveyed:

a"!

Those with 30 or more acres of 8ur1ey tobacco

b.

Optional for other counties.

4.

Survey Population:

5.

Sample Size:

6.

Sampling Procedure:

iT.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Counties
Counties
Counties
Counties
Counties

All Burley Producers.

with
with
with
with
with

30 to 100 acres Burley interview ten (10).producers.
101 to 300 acres Burley interview twenty (20) producers.
301 to 1000 acres Burley interview thirty (30) producers.
1001 to 2000 acres Burley interview thirty-five (35) producers.
over 2000 acres Burley interview forty (40) producers.

Use the Nth number technique.

The Agricuiiufei Ejnefwon Sennet offers its programs
to ail eligiblt persorts regardless of race, color. natior\a' ongirt.
aai or handicap ar>d n an Equal Opportunrty Employer.

£12-2015-00-001-87

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS

The UrYiversiTy of Tennausi instituie of Agncuhure. U.S. Department of
Agricutturc. ar>d county governments cooperating m furtherance
of Acts of May 8 and Jurte 30. 1914.

Agricultural Estartsron Service
M. Uoyd Downen. DMn

VITA

Cynthia Heim McCall was born May 13, 1956 in Youngstown, Ohio.
She grew up in Worthington, graduating from Worthington High School
in 1974.

She attended The University of Tennessee, Knoxville in

1974 and completed the requirements for Bachelor of Science degree
in Animal Science in 1978.

While at the University of Tennessee

she was a Farm House Little Sister, member of the Block and Bridle
Club, and member of the Livestock Judging Team.

She was employed

as an Assistant Extension Agent in Sullivan County responsible for
urban 4-H program from April 1978 through September 1979.

She was

rehired as an Assistant Agent in Smith County February 1982 with
responsibilities in 4-H agriculture.

She is married to John David McCall of Carthage, Tennessee and
has three children, Mary Helen, P. Carson, and Olivia.

She is a member of Plunkitts Creek Missionary Baptist Church,
the Tennessee Association of Agricultural Agents and Specialists, and
the Tennessee Association of Extension 4-H Workers.

She was the

1984 NACAA state winner in the Career Guidance Program, 1987 TAAA.'s

Outstanding Young Agent, 1989 Tennessee Cattleman's Association
Outstanding 4-H Beef Extension Award winner, and 1989 TAAA's State
Achievement Award Runner-Up.
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